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ABSTRACT
The advent of autonomous navigation, positioning, and in general robotics technologies has enabled the maturity of small to miniature-sized unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs; or colloquially called drones) and their wide use in engineering practice as a low-cost and effective geospatial remote sensing solution. Meanwhile, wireless sensing network technology (WSN) has also matured in recent years with many applications found in engineering practice. In this dissertation, a novel aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) is developed, which is expected to transform a number of critical geospatial sensing and monitoring practices, such as precision agriculture, civil infrastructure protection, and disaster response. Towards the maximal energy efficiency, three research problems are concerned in this dissertation. First, a radio-frequency (RF) wake-up mechanism is investigated for aerial activation of ground sensors using a UAV platform. Second, the data transmission under wireless interference between the UAV and ground WSN is experimentally investigated, which
suggests practical relations and parameters for aerial-ground communication configuration. Last, this dissertation theoretically explores and develops an optimization framework for UAV's aerial path planning when collecting ground-sensor data. An improved mixed-integer non-linear programming approach is proposed for solving the optimal spatial path-energy using the framework of the traveling-salesman problem with neighborhoods.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Wireless sensing network (WSN) technology has matured in recent years with applications found in many scientific and engineering projects. Many of these applications focus on some ad-hoc tasks, and the WSNs are deployed with a goal of completing the task in a short time. Therefore, the energy consumption is not excessive. However, for deploying WSNs over a geospatially large or spatially complex space wherein the long-term monitoring is desired, both WSN implementation and energy efficiency become the primary challenges. One possible application is sensing in farming land, wherein precision-agriculture practice demands data sensed at different granular (spatial and temporal) scales [1]. Another application scenario is to perform structural health monitoring (SHM) for civil structures that often are massive and spatially complex (e.g. a long-span bridge, tunnels, etc.); and for structures that are critical to the society, sensors and especially WSNs can be added to structures in their lifetime hence achieving ‘smart structures’. The continuous health monitoring through these smart-structures WSNs provides stakeholders a basis for ensuring public safety and a ground for decision-making when dealing with emergencies [2].

Towards the application in precision agriculture, the traditional practice relies on sensing data such as space- or airborne imagery for farming decision-making and management [3-5]. However, the high cost and the long revisit period of satellite or
aerial imagery may prevent applying precision agriculture solutions at any location and any time around the world. Images taken by low-altitude remote sensing platforms, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs or commonly called drones), give the alternative solution in the emerging precision agriculture practice [6-8]. In addition, since microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology and particularly the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) sensing technology, have been rapidly improved in recent decades, many researchers have proposed and implemented different ground-based wireless sensors solutions for facilitating precision agriculture [9-13].

In the arena of SHM, the traditional utility has been the use of wired or wireless sensors to obtain in the real-time the response of structures due to environmental or hazards-induced vibrations [14-17]. Upon the archival of response data, most SHM technologies then employ signal processing and system identification methods with a goal of characterizing the intrinsic states of the structures. In reality, however, for structures with slight to moderate damage, such as local cracking and corrosion, visual or remote sensing based inspection is the most efficient approach to date. In recent years, as the penetration of UAV technology into many industrial sectors, small-UAVs enabled remote sensing, which is low-cost and highly mobile, is being treated as an emerging tool that expands the SHM technology inventory [18-20]. In recent years, many researchers envision the deployment of SHM to an urban scale for the grand goal of community resilience, for which all critical civil structures and infrastructure systems need to be monitored in coping with life-cycle maintenance or abrupt emergencies [21]. This further corroborates the necessity of combining WSNs and remote sensing
technologies.

Reflecting on the trends in precision agriculture and SHM, we have proposed and developed a prototype of realizing a wireless aerial-imaging and ground-sensing network; or in short, aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN). This prototype has the capability of capturing both high-resolution imagery and real-time ground data at the same time. For the two application scenarios described above, Figure 1.1 provides the conceptual illustrations for precision agriculture and city-scale SHM, respectively. First, this AG-WSN features the use of one or multiple UAVs as the primary imaging nodes, which in the meantime serve as the gateway to the ground sensors; second, the wireless sensing units are deployed (by UAV delivering or manual installation) in the ground (or ground structures) over a geospatially large or a spatially complex space. The combination of the low-altitude imaging and ground sensing provides the power of fusing remotely captured images with high resolution and point-based ground-truth data in the field. The high-mobility of the UAV can be deployed opportunistically according to the tasks scheduled or emerged unexpected urgencies (e.g. disasters). Combining the collaborative aerial and ground sensing and the opportunistic operation modes, we state that the proposed AG-WSN can potentially provide the most high-fidelity and most flexible sensing solution to many monitoring problems arising from the need of assessing geospatially large and complex built/agriculture environments. The dissertation work focuses on developing solutions for the above problems. The work contains three major effort, described as section 1.2 through 1.4.
Figure 1.1 Conceptual illustrations of the proposed aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) for field monitoring: (a) largely 2-D terrain field in an agriculture setting; and (b) complex 3D field in an urban setting.

1.2 Energy Optimization for Sensor Network

Although solar power or other intermittent energy-supply techniques exist, battery power is continued being considered as the most reliable source for powering sensors and robots. By implementing the commonly adopted duty-cycle method, wireless sensor nodes could be pre-programmed to wake up and communicate with the gateway, then go back to sleep after communicating. This approach for extending battery life has been treated as a default function in many commercial wireless sensors. Researchers also try to optimize the power management to further extend the battery life of WSNs [22-25]. However, one key problem that prevents us from realizing a long-
term aerial-ground sensing is the opportunistic nature of deploying the UAV (gateway) and the sensor notes. In an AG-WSN, the gateway (as a payload of the UAV) is deployed to approach to the ground sensors on a non-scheduled basis or randomly upon the abrupt events. This further implies that the ground sensors do not have ‘knowledge’ or are not programmable to realize the duty-cycle sensing. If the ground sensors are turned on at least including the microcontroller / communication units (whereas the sensing units may be on or off according to the duty cycles), the battery of the sensor nodes may be drained quickly.

One straightforward approach to such energy inefficiency issue is to wake up ground sensor nodes when the UAV is deployed as needed to approach to the sensors without any preprogramming. In the dissertation, we first propose to use a radio-frequency (RF) based out-of-band wake-up mechanism. Then comparative studies are conducted to investigate their energy saving performance against two other wake-up mechanisms. Using a traditional star-like sensor network, the analytical and experimental studies show solid evidence that the RF-based wake-up mechanism outperforms traditional duty cycle solution and infrared-based wake-up solution on energy consumption.

1.3 Wireless Interference in AG-WSN

It is noted that modern UAVs are often equipped with communication modules and can further carry sensing and routing payloads. This provides the technical feasibility of incorporating UAVs into a WSN that networks with regular ground-based
sensors. On the other hand, the potential of integration UAVs into a WSN is also corroborated by a critical challenge in deploying practical WSNs in challenging environments. For instance, since sensors are usually battery-powered, field sensors are often deactivated and in the ‘sleep’ mode. Moreover, in a harsh environment or circumstance such as in disaster scenes where cellular networks are crippled, data may become ultimately inaccessible even if a local WSN survives. These challenges can be overcome by taking advantage of the aerial mobility of the UAVs. One solution is to use a UAV to fly to the overhead of the ground WSN, and activate the sensors in an as-needed basis hence achieving maximum energy efficiency [26]. To access data from a ground WSN, the UAV may serve as a gateway to receive data from the ground sensors. It is noted that the concept of integrating UAVs into a WSN or realizing dynamic relay of communication has been similarly proposed by different researchers [27, 28]. However, no physical prototype or applications of such networks to civil infrastructure monitoring is found to date.

Recognizing the potential promise of integrating UAV-based imaging and ground-based WSN in improving the efficiency of collecting civil structures, in our AG-WSN, the UAV is adapted to achieve two immediate roles – as an imaging sensor providing overhead imagery and as a gateway (or data sink) that commands and receives data from the ground sensors. In an earlier effort of the my work [29], the concept of aerial-imaging and ground-sensing was proposed for use in the situation of disaster response in a geospatially wide area. In the dissertation, this concept is borrowed towards structural monitoring at a geospatial scale as well, wherein the health
and conditions of a single large-scale structure or clustered structures (e.g. in a wide area such as a city block) are the concern. In recent years, it is noted that small UAVs are further investigated for the use in an interior or GPS-denied environment with the assistance of machine-vision based navigation [30, 31]. This implies that the proposed AG-WSN may be further extended into use in these challenging environments.

Given such promise and towards deploying the proposed AG-WSN, however, one practical issue that remains not fully resolved is the interference between the UAV’s and the WSN’s operating frequencies. In practice, most UAVs use 2.4 GHz radio for flight control and 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi (802.11 g/n/ac) for imagery data feeds. For low-power sensing, ground-based WSNs often use the ZigBee (802.15.4) protocol, which may run at 2.4 GHz as well. In the dissertation, an AG-WSN prototype using commercial components is developed, and then the interference issue is experimentally studied.

1.4 UAV Path Planning in AG-WSN

The most traditional and reliable way for wireless sensing network (WSN) method to collect sensing data is using a stationary gateway with multi-hop routing [32]. In some conditions, however, it is not possible nor efficient to using such topology due to the environment and energy restriction. The alternative method is using mobile robotic as the gateway to collect data from the sensor nodes either in multi-hop routing [33, 34], or star topology [35-37]. Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is the perfect mobile gateway for WSN thanks to its high mobility. The UAV will visit all the n sensor nodes in the field once and only once in one trip to gather the sensing data through wireless
communication. The communication range between the UAV and sensor nodes is limited by many factors like power, obstacles and antenna directions. This require the UAV get close within the area Qi of each sensor node i. The UAV then will hover at each point qi ∈ Qi of node i = 1,2…n for data collecting. limited UAV battery life requires the UAV reaching out all the sensor nodes on the ground with the shortest path to save energy.

This path planning for the UAV falls into category of Travelling Salesman Problem with Neighborhood (TSPN), which was introduced by [38]. Early researchers use small fixed wings to retrieve data [39]. Due to the nature of fixed wings, Dubins Travelling Salesman Problem with Neighborhood seems fit this situation well and has been studied for a while [40-42]. The downsides of these fixed-wing UAVs are: a) They need a small airstrip to take off. b) They cannot hover above the sensor nodes, thus collecting data require them to flying around which makes wireless communication more difficult. Fortunately, with the development of new technology in Multi-Rotor UAV, the above two problems can be solved. Therefore, the Multi-rotor UAV is the perfect mobile gateway for WSN.

Traditional TSPN optimization aims to provide the shortest Euclidean distance solution to visit all the neighborhood, since shorter path equals less time and energy consumed by the salesman (which is UAV in WSN application). The research focus is the energy optimization for UAV in the TSPN problem, since the UAV will stay hovering during the communication with sensor node, and the energy consumption to maintain hovering is almost identical to moving around [43], therefore, the energy
consumed during this hovering time must be taken into consideration when optimizing the path. Thus, the shortest Euclidean path does not necessarily mean the lowest energy consumption for the UAV. Traditional TSPN problem is already NP-hard, in practical, the energy of the UAV system is consumed by multiple sources like motors, on board computing units and wireless communication module, which makes the problem even harder to solve. To simplify the problem, we focus on the major energy consumption activity of the UAV, moving and hovering. In this dissertation, we modify existing TSPN solution and use mixed-integer non-linear programming method to minimize the total energy consumption of the UAV, by considering both energy consumed during Euclidean distance traveling, and energy consumed when UAV is hovering for wireless communication.
CHAPTER 2

DEVELOPMENT OF RADIO-FREQUENCY SENSOR WAKE-UP THROUGH UAV AS AN AERIAL GATEWAY

2.1 Introduction

With advances in autonomous navigation, positioning, and in general robotics technologies, small to miniature-sized unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs; or colloquially called drones) are witnessing their ever-increasing use in engineering practice, due to a simple fact that they are much low-cost, agile and effective, particularly for geospatial remote sensing platform when compared with traditional space- or airborne remote sensing [44]. Today’s UAVs have well adopted the latest GPS technology; and many small UAVs, especially the multi-motor ones can fly following the predetermined GPS waypoints. Some advanced drones have been equipped with lost-cost radar or vision sensors acquiring a minimum level of flying beyond (visual) line-of-sight (BVLOS or BLOS) due to its sense-and-avoid capability [45-47]. This potentially would further render small UAVs an attractive remote sensing platform for a great deal of different applications.

On the other hand, wireless sensing network (WSN) technology has matured in recent years with applications found in many scientific and engineering projects. Many of WSN applications focus on ad-hoc tasks, and the local (contact-based usually ground-based) sensors are deployed with a goal of completing the task in a short time. Therefore, the energy consumption is not excessive. However, for deploying WSNs over a geospatially large or spatially complex space wherein the long-term monitoring
is desired, both WSN implementation and energy efficiency become the primary challenges. One possible application is sensing in farming land, wherein precision-agriculture practice demands data sensed at different granular (spatial and temporal) scales [1]. Another application scenario is to perform structural health monitoring (SHM) for civil structures and life-line infrastructure systems that often are massive and spatially complex (e.g. urban buildings, long-span bridge, and power transmission lines/towers, etc.). For structures that are critical to the society, sensors and especially WSNs can be installed for these structures in their lifetime hence achieving ‘smart structures’. The continuous health monitoring through these WSNs provides stakeholders a basis for ensuring public safety and a ground for decision-making when dealing with unexpected damage or losses [2].

Still taking the two arenas of precision agriculture and structural health monitoring as the application setting (Figure 1.1), it is asserted that in both situations, the necessity of combining UAV-based remote sensing and WSNs is straightforward. In the setting of precision agriculture, the traditional practice relies on sensing data such as space- or airborne imagery for farming decision-making and management [3-5]. However, the high cost and the long revisit period of satellite or aerial imagery may prevent applying precision agriculture solutions at any location and any time around the world. Images taken by low-altitude UAVs give the alternative solution in the emerging precision agriculture practice [6-8]. In addition, since microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology and particularly the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) sensing technology, have been rapidly improved in recent
decades, many researchers have proposed and implemented different ground-based wireless sensors solutions for facilitating precision agriculture [9-13]. Towards data fusions and more intelligent and tactic operation of these sensing modalities, integration of UAVs and ground-based WSNs becomes a rational choice.

In the arena of SHM, the traditional utility has been the use of wired or wireless sensors to obtain in the real-time the response of structures due to environmental or hazards-induced vibrations [14-17]. In reality, however, for structures with slight to moderate damage, such as local cracking and corrosion, visual or remote sensing based inspection is the most efficient approach to date. In recent years, as the penetration of UAV technology into many industrial sectors, small-UAVs enabled remote sensing, which is low-cost and highly mobile, is being treated as an emerging tool that expands the SHM technology inventory [18-20]. This further corroborates the necessity of combining WSNs and UAV-based remote sensing technologies.

Reflecting on the trends in precision agriculture, SHM and other field applications for critical missions, we have proposed and developed a prototype of realizing a wireless aerial-imaging and ground-sensing network; or in short, aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) [48]. First, this AG-WSN features the use of one or multiple UAVs as the primary imaging nodes, which in the meantime serve as the gateway to the ground sensors; second, the wireless sensing units are deployed (by UAV delivering or manual installation) in the ground (or ground structures) over a geospatially large or a spatially complex space. The combination of the low-altitude imaging and ground sensing provides the power of fusing remotely captured images
with high resolution and point-based ground-truth data in the field. The high-mobility of the UAV can be deployed opportunistically according to the tasks scheduled or emerged unexpected urgencies (e.g. disasters). Combining the collaborative aerial and ground sensing and the opportunistic operation mode (e.g. a ground node may be only active when the UAV hovers above it and collects data from it), we state that the proposed AG-WSN can potentially provide the most high-fidelity and most flexible sensing solution to many monitoring problems arising from the need of assessing geospatially large and complex built/agriculture environments.

In this paper, first, addressing the opportunistic nature of the AG-WSN, we first review the related UAV-WSN integration efforts and propose a conceptual operation design, which further motivates the proposition of sensor activation for network energy efficiency. Centering around sensor activation, we propose to develop a sensor wake-up solution, and the related work is provided that shows the benefits and drawbacks of different wake-up design and the rationale for choosing an active RF mechanism. Subsequently, a general out-band wake-up mechanism is developed and demonstrated. For a comparative purpose, the infrared wake-up prototype is implemented too. We further conduct a comprehensive study of the energy consumption on how much energy can be saved, followed by the conclusions and remarks of this paper.

2.2 Opportunistic Sensing, and Research Needs

To our best knowledge, there were only a few efforts that attempted to integrate UAVs with wireless sensor networks. In [27], UAVs are considered as mobile sinks for ground sensor data dissemination. This approach intends to optimize the route from a
given sensor node on the ground to a few mobile sinks that move in the area. [28] presents a different approach that keeps the sensor network continually connected. It uses multiple UAVs to establish a reliable relay network to guarantee the delivery of data produced by the wireless network nodes on the ground to the users. Given these few simulation-based and conceptual efforts, much fewer efforts are found to physically realized UAV-based sensing network system. In a recent effort, the authors developed a WSN using a fixed-wing UAV as the aerial gateway for marine data collection [49]. In our recent effort, we further investigated the interference between the WiFi-based video transmission link and the ZigBee-based ground-data transmission links [48].

The use of flying single or multiple UAVs either as a mobile sensor node or a data sink triggers the effort of optimizing network efficiency between sensors and sinks, among which energy cost is an inevitable constraint considering that both the UAVs and ground sensors are usually battery-powered to this date. Opportunistic Network is the emerging technology that solve such optimization problem. In [50], it proposes protocols to better exploit durations of high-quality channels condition. Based on that, [51] proposed routing protocols that increase the throughput of large unicast transfers in multi-hop wireless network. There are also research efforts on optimizing resource and performance in wireless sensor networks (e.g. [52]). It considers a different scenario where the paths from message sources and their destinations do not always exist. Then the authors analyzed protocols that alleviate the problem of chronically disconnected paths by having a node storing the packet, carrying it until meeting another relay node, and forwarding the packet to the other relay node. In a more recent
effort, researchers also developed middleware that implemented the opportunistic network into mobile social networks, called CAMEO [53]. It is stated that these optimization schemes mostly focus on designing improved communication protocols by assuming that either the UAVs or the sensors are not constrained by the battery-based power. It is noted that in general opportunistic networking (without using a UAV as a gateway node), different protocols are proposed, including the flooding protocol and the history-based protocol (e.g. [54, 55]).

To illustrate such energy constraint, Figure 2.1 illustrates a conceptual AG-WSN, where besides being the imaging and computing hub, the UAV is designed as a robotic vehicle that flies to ground sensors at tactic locations. This operational mode, and furthermore, the possible loss of sensors, sensor malfunctions, and out-of-range communication render the underlying networking opportunistic, which in the meantime affects energy assumption in the UAV and the sensors.

![Figure 2.1 Conceptual field development of an AG-WSN and opportunistic networking.](image)

In Figure 2.1(a), four subnets are shown, which indicate four physically isolated sensor networks in the fields, except that the UAV can fly to each subnet to execute opportunistic sensing. Figure 2.1(b) indicates the idealized situation where sensor
failure (or other malfunctions) and energy consumption are not needed to consider. Hence, assuming each node $N_{ij}$ can communicate with its neighboring nodes $N_{i\pm1,j\pm1}$ through wireless connection, when the UAV fly into this sub-network, some of the nodes are in communication range to the UAV, while some are not. The UAV will pick one of the nodes in the range as a relay node, and collect data from any other node in this subnet. Then the existing optimal communication protocols can be used.

When the energy consumption of either the UAV or sensor networks are considered, optimization in the physical layer (rather than in the communication protocols) need to be addressed. Two obvious venues exist: (1) through spatial path-energy optimization, the UAV finds the optimal flying path through the geospatially deployed ground sensors, for which it is being tackled in Chapter 4 of this dissertation; and (2) as being concentrated in this paper, through a sensor activation approach, as such the sensors are only active when the UAV is in its neighborhood.

2.3 Sensor Activation and Related Work

Although solar power or other intermittent energy-supply techniques exist, battery power is continued being considered as the most reliable source for powering sensors and robots. By implementing the commonly adopted duty-cycle method, wireless sensor nodes could be pre-programmed to wake up and communicate with the gateway, then go back to sleep after communicating. This approach for extending battery life has been treated as a default function in many commercial wireless sensors. Researchers also try to optimize the power management to further extend the battery life of WSNs [22-25]. However, one key problem that prevents us from realizing a long-
term aerial-ground sensing is the opportunistic nature of deploying the UAV (gateway) and the sensor notes. In an AG-WSN, the gateway (as a payload of the UAV) is deployed to approach to the ground sensors on a non-scheduled basis or randomly upon the abrupt events. This further implies that the ground sensors do not have ‘knowledge’ or are not programmable to realize the duty-cycle sensing. If the ground sensors are turned on at least including the microcontroller / communication units (whereas the sensing units may be on or off according to the duty cycles), the battery of the sensor nodes may be drained quickly.

One straightforward approach to such energy inefficiency issue is to wake up ground sensor nodes when the UAV is deployed as needed to approach to the sensors without any preprogramming. In this paper, we first propose to use a radio-frequency (RF) based out-of-band wake-up mechanism. Then comparative studies are conducted to investigate their energy saving performance against two other wake-up mechanisms. Using a traditional star-like sensor network, the analytical and experimental studies show solid evidence that the RF-based wake-up mechanism outperforms other two solutions on energy consumption.

Earlier efforts reveal that data transmission in a WSN is generally very expensive in terms of energy consumption, whereas data collection (or the sensing itself) consumes significantly less [56]. For this reason, various methods are developed to extend the life of battery-powered WSNs by reducing the power consumption of the wireless modules. A significant number of efforts were found that focused on developing lower-level network protocols by adopting duty-cycle based solutions [57-
These studies aimed to optimize the network protocols, specifically through reducing the energy consumption during the idle or the listening time of the wireless modules. For example, the authors in [60] proposed an adaptive Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol, which introduced a flexible duty-cycle method and claimed to reduce 96% of energy use compared with traditional protocols. However, the core concern for these duty-cycle solutions is that the wireless modules do not know when the data transmission is coming or required, the node must listen periodically to limit data latency, thus the duty-cycle ratio cannot go arbitrarily low [61]. Also, duty-cycle methods may have problems with delay and synchronism; and hence the protocol is relatively complicated. As such, the waking-up mechanisms as an answer to this concern have been extensively studied.

Different sensor activation methods were proposed to date. Essentially, such activation approach features a waking-up mechanism for activating sensing modules in an as-needed (or on-demand) basis. There are two methods when considering wake-up mechanisms for use in wireless networks, which are in-band and out-band. If an in-band method is used, a special value is transmitted through the data channel to send out the wake-up signal. By contrast, a separate channel is needed to realize such waking-up mechanism in an out-band method. Using the in-band methods can reduce the complexity and cost of the implementation. A recent study of the in-band wake-up method [62] claimed that by using both game theory and reinforcement learning techniques, it achieved very effective sleep/wake-up scheduling. However, it keeps the wireless communication channel busy and may require more energy consumption.
From the energy-efficiency perspective, the out-band approach suits more for the proposed concept that emphasizes opportunistic aerial-ground sensing.

There are many studies that employ the out-band wake-up mechanism [63]. In this paper, they are categorized into two groups according to their communication medium: (1) non-RF based and (2) RF-based. In a non-RF based mechanism, researchers proposed wake-up methods using infrared (IR), optical and acoustic signals. The authors in [64] developed an IR LED based wake-up mechanism, in which the receiver is a photo-detector receiving IR signal and then generate an interrupt. The authors stated that the IR design only consumed 12 μW while listening. It is noted that the obvious drawback of this prototype is its circuit’s sensitivity to external light and vulnerability to ambient noise. In [65], the authors presented a home-energy management system using infrared signal-based control over a Zigbee network. In this system, an infrared receiver is attached to the Zigbee gateway. The Zigbee gateway is responsible for communicating with other home appliances, whereas the infrared remote control is the out-band wake-up channel used to wake up the Zigbee network. Unfortunately, this paper did not mention the power consumption of the IR receiver. To our understanding, this type of IR receiver in the paper is commercially available and similar to the one used in our experiment as shown in this paper, which has better resistance to noise at a cost of much higher power consumption and may require up to 45 mW according to our experiment.

Optical communication is another non-RF option for the secondary wake-up channel. Both [66, 67] used free-space optical (FSO) communication as the transceiver.
The receiver at idle-listening consumes 317 \( \mu \)W and 695 pW. However, the transceiver and receiver both need to be placed line-of-sight (LOS) and the data rate is slow. It is impractical for use in a UAV that mostly time does not stay in position to accurately face the transmitter. Thus, this option is not suitable for our application. The AG-WSN scenario may also limit the use of acoustic as wake-up methods [68, 69] due to the noise produced by the UAV blades. Ultrasonic, as stated in [70, 71], may avoid the noise made by the UAV. It uses a piezoelectric transducer that converts the mechanical energy into electrical energy for generating wake-up interrupts. However, most ultrasonic communication or ranging efforts to date are mostly applied to indoor (short-range) or LOS scenarios [72, 73].

Compare with the non-RF based wake-up mechanisms reviewed above, first of all, the RF-based communication has the advantages of not requiring LOS, better noise and interference tolerance, higher data rate, and is more cost-effective. The research endeavors on the RF-based wake-up mechanism can be divided into two designs: passive wake-up and active wake-up, both of which have been well studied in the laboratory environment. In a passive design, the RF receiver harvests energy from the transmitter to power itself thus requires no power supply [74-76]. In [77], it simulated a passive RF wake-up receiver, in which the authors indicated that comparing with the existing duty-cycle method, their RF wake-up can significantly enhance energy efficiency by up to 70%. There are also simulation endeavors on both passive and active RF wake-up circuits, such as [78, 79]; the authors of these efforts later implemented the passive RF circuit into a sensor network with a multi-hop capability [80]. However,
among these passive RF-based methods, information on the communication range between the transceivers was not found. In addition, it was reported that the energy of the receiver harvests may decrease with increasing distance between the receiver and the transmitter. The authors in [81, 82] showed that the hardware setup can only reach a maximum distance of 4 meters for a successful wake-up. Considering the AG-WSN scenario proposed in this work, it is stated that the passive RF-based wake-up is not suited.

Regarding the active RF wake-up design, as mentioned in [61], there are 13 active RF-based wake-up methods using discrete components, whereas there are 29 methods using CMOS technology. The most significant parameters relevant to these designs and prototypes for the interest of the proposed AG-WSN configuration are power consumption, range, address decoding capability, wake-up latency, and their balancing. For example, the author in [83] configured the wake-up receiver using discrete components and claimed to achieve 120 meters of communication range. However, the receiver consumes 1620 μ W at the state of idle-listening, which is too high for the battery-powered nodes. There is a low-power design in [84], which only consumes 52 μ W; unfortunately, the authors did not provide a range test. A favorable design was presented in [85] recently. It achieved a communication range of 50 meters at idle-listening with a power consumption of 1.2 μ W. Unfortunately, at the time of our experiment, there was no market-ready product or prototype based on this design.
In this paper, it is stated that the use of off-the-shelf components is stressed in our prototyping and experimental validation with the goal of putting the proposed AG-WSN into practice rapidly. As many researchers similarly used, the AS393X wake-up receiver has been used in many efforts and designs [86-90]. Among these researches, the author in [89] used AS3933, which is the same chip in our experiment, to prototype the receiver circuit to have an 87-meter communication range, at the cost of more than 5000 μW power consumption when decoding the wake-up signal. Also, in a recent paper, the authors compared the RF wake-up mechanism and the low-power listening techniques [91] and concluded similarly what we achieve in our energy evaluation results in this paper. However, the authors of this paper did not measure the delay caused by the RF wake-up transmission, and their power consumption measurement was not based on battery but a constant power supply, hence lacking a realistic configuration.

2.4 Proposed Energy Efficient Sensing Network

2.4.1 Topology and Implementation

In our aerial-ground approach, the UAV is the wireless network gateway, which is responsible for communicating with each individual sensor node that is deployed in the field. Although there are many wireless protocols that can be configured for these sensors nodes, we choose XBee (a modified Zigbee wireless protocol) wireless module for constructing the network, since its power consumption is relatively low. The XBee
protocol allows three types of network topologies, which include: star, mesh, and cluster-tree. Although mesh and cluster-tree networks have a very flexible network structure, they both require some sensor nodes in the network for relaying data to the gateway, which means that these relay nodes have to be either always active or being duty-cycle active, further consuming a significant amount of power. Alternatively, the star topology does not require any node to relay information, and they can be kept in sleep modes for most of the time. When using the star topology, the UAV will be the XBee coordinator (gateway) for collecting data from multiple ground nodes in the communication range. More importantly, it is the high-mobility UAV that will wake up multiple ground sensor nodes from the sleeping state on the demand of the UAV, which can fly to the overhead of individual or a group of sensors to perform sensor activation and data collection. Therefore, the star topology is considered the most appropriate one for the proposed aerial-ground network.

One concern is that using UAV as a flying gateway may consume more energy per a UAV flight than what could potentially be saved in our wake-up mechanism. The fact is that in most cases, the batteries in sensor nodes are hard to replace due to a variety of reasons, such as the position of the node is difficult to reach, or battery is sealed in a box and buried in soil or structures to prevent harsh weather conditions. The key concept of our approach is to reduce the consumption of the sensor-node batteries in the field as much as possible to sustain service time as long as possible. For the power consumption, we state that in reality multiple identical UAVs with multiple high-capacity battery backups can be used to perform their functions of remote sensing and
being the network gateway.

Last, for implementing the sensing nodes, we use Libelium’s Waspmote® as our ground sensing nodes [92]. The Waspmote sensing node contains a low-power MCU, embedded sensors, and optional wireless module slots. It consumes a quite small amount of energy when its sleeping mode is selected.

2.4.2 General Active Out-band Wake-up Mechanism

As reviewed earlier, active out-band wake-up mechanism is chosen for the proposed AG-WSN. To understand this mechanism, Figure 2.2 summarizes the state and action diagram for the wake-up mechanism and the sensor-node operation. A description is given as follows:

1) When the sensor node is deployed in the field, it is pre-programmed with a duty-cycle sensing schedule, then it is turned into sleep mode, which we call the initial state. Only the wake-up receiver is listening, in our example, which is either an infrared or RF wake-up receiver.

2) If a wake-up signal is received by the sensor node, it will check whether the signal matches the pre-stored pattern. If not, the node ignores the signal and changes back to the initial state.

3) If the wake-up signal matches the stored pattern, the node wakes up, starts the XBee module, and turns off the wake-up receiver. Then the XBee begins scanning the gateway on the UAV.

4) If the XBee module fails to find the gateway in a couple of tries, the node shuts down the XBee module and turns back into the initial state.
5) If the XBee module is successfully connected to the gateway, it starts the communication with the UAV as programmed (e.g. sensing data or updated schedules).

6) After the communication ends, the node again turns into the initial state.

Figure 2.2 State and action diagram of the ground sensor nodes and the UAV.

2.5 RF and Infrared Mechanisms and Implementation

2.5.1 Proposed RF Design and Implementation

The RF wake-up approach is the latest innovation towards achieving energy saving for wireless networks. There are two types of implantation methods: (1) the method that uses active wake-up receivers and utilizes energy from a battery, and (2) the method that uses passive wake-up receivers and harvests energy from the wake-up
radio. In our approach, we find that active wake-up receivers have much better performance in range and a higher rate of success in changing between listening and wake-up modes. In addition, the energy consumption for the RF receiver can be as low as several $\mu W$ while it is in its listening state. Figure 2.3 summarizes the RF-based wake-up design proposed in this paper.

![Figure 2.3 Design for the RF-based active wake-up mechanism](image)

To implement the design in Figure 2.3, we choose to use a commercial product, AS3933, as the wake-up receiver, which is further attached to the Waspmote sensor node. AS3933 is a 3-channel low power amplitude-shift-keyed (ASK) receiver, which is able to generate a wake-up signal upon detection of a data signal that uses an LF carrier with a frequency range of 15-150 kHz. The receiver’s output is connected to the MCU’s interrupt pin at the sensor board. When the AS3933 receives an RF signal, it decodes and checks whether the signal matches the pre-stored pattern.
Once confirmed, the receiver will send out a pulse to the interrupt pin to wake up the MCU. Figure 2.4(a) shows the hardware setup of the three components in our RF wake-up prototype.

By adding the RF antenna to the UAV and programming the micro-controller on the UAV to generate a Manchester wake-up pattern, we can use the UAV as a control hub to wake up sensor nodes in the range. Since the MCU is in sleep mode using this out-band wake-up method, one interesting question is how much time it would cost from sending out the wake-up signal until the MCU wakes up. If this procedure takes significant additional time, then we need to consider this delay as a drawback for this RF wake-up mechanism. This potential pitfall is carefully studied in this paper.

![Figure 2.4 Hardware components of the two wake-up systems: (a) RF wake-up; and (b) Infrared wake-up.](image)

2.5.2 Infrared Wake-up Implementation

To achieve a comparative setup to justify the proposed RF method, the infrared
wake-up mechanism is too implemented physically in this endeavor. Infrared is a commonly used solution for simple wireless communication at short ranges [63]. There are two basic components in an infrared wireless communication: emitter and receiver. The emitter first transmits the coded data, generated by the micro-controller, to the receiver. When the receiver reads the IR signal, it decodes the signal into digital data and then passes the information to its following component, i.e., the sensor node. In our implementation, we integrate a 950 nm-emitting IR LED onto our UAV, and a TSOP38238 IR Receiver Module on the sensor board; Figure 2.4(b) shows these modules. The emitter is connected to the UAV on board with an MCU’s PWM-capable I/O pin, and the receiver is connected to the MCU regular digital I/O pin on the sensor board.

To achieve the wake-up function, the emitter on the UAV will send out the wake-up signal to the receiver, only when the signal matches the code that is stored in the MCU (on the sensor board), the sensor board then turns on its sensors and XBee communication module. In this setup, sensors and XBee module can be turned off until the MCU receives the wake-up signal. However, it requires that the sensor board MCU always stay on to check whether the infrared signal matches the specific pattern.

2.6 Experimentation and Results

In the following, we evaluate the wake-up range as well as the energy consumption for both out-band methods (RF and IR), then compare the energy cost with the traditional duty-cycle method, all based on the same hardware setup.

2.6.1 Physical Verification and Comparison
The RF wake-up, however, does not require a direct LOS. The receiver, AS3933, has three wake-up channels, each connecting to an antenna. In our test, the three antennas were set up perpendicularly. Any antenna received the correct pattern may trigger the wake-up. We tested the wake-up range using the similar method; and we found that to successfully wake up the sensor node, the maximum range was affected by the power supply of the transmitter. In our test, we used a 125-KHz antenna connected to the UAV’s MCU and external power supply. When the supply voltage for the transmitter was set to 9 V, the maximum range was around 7 meters in an indoor environment. A similar result in the outdoor test using the same receiver is found in [86], which resulted in a 5-meter range using 12-V supply for the transmitter.

2.6.2 RF Wake-up Delay

Since it takes time for the MCU to wake up from sleeping, we expect that this may cause a delay in the data gathering for the WSN. Other wake-up receiver designs like the one reported in [93] claimed to have a latency of 214 milliseconds; while in [85], the author achieved around 0.9 milliseconds. We want to compare our set up with other wake-up design to make sure the latency value is in an acceptable range. To evaluate this and to measure the time from the transmitter at sending a signal, to the MCU at waking-up and returning to the normal routine, we set up a novel photogrammetric test environment. In the RF wake-up setup, we have three different components, which have been introduced in Figure 2.4(a), the wake-up transmitter, the wake-up receiver, and the MCU. The measurement operates as follows:

1. When the transmitter sends out the wake-up signal, the LED on the
transmitter will flash, the moment at which is defined as $t_1$.

2. When the receiver receives the signal and decodes it if the signal matches the pre-stored key, then the LED on the receiver will flash, the moment at which is $t_2$.

3. When the receiver sends out the wake-up trigger to the MCU interrupt pin, then the MCU wakes up and the LED on MCU board will flash ($t_3$).

We used a high-speed camera (Sony RX100 V) which can record 1000 frames per second to record the above sequence in a video format. By calculating the video frames between each LED lights up, we can obtain the time delay since each frame equals to 1 millisecond. One picture frame of the video is shown in Figure 2.5.

![Image](image_url)

Figure 2.5 One image captured in the high-speed video. In the middle is the wake-up transmitter, the left is the wake-up receiver, and to the right is the MCU. This image is the frame when the receiver decodes the signal and find it matched, thus the LED on the receiver board is lit up.

After the test, we found that the receiver had some failed wake-up instances due to environmental RF noise when simple coding (short pattern) is used. The solution to this would be increasing the wake-up single pattern from 16-bit Manchester coding to
32-bit, or double the wake-up single pattern length. Four coding conditions were considered and tested, and the time intervals between t1 and t2, and between t2 and t3 are recorded. Combining all these coding solutions, the time-delay values averaged from multiple tests are reported in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Average time-delay (in terms of milliseconds) within the wake-up procedure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding Pattern</th>
<th>Time between t1 and t2</th>
<th>Time between t2 and t3</th>
<th>Total time-delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16-bit, Single pattern</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit, Single pattern</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-bit, Double pattern</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit, Double pattern</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above result reveals that with different coding set up for the transmitter and receiver, first, the time delay between t1 and t2 increases when longer-bit Manchester codes or double patterns are transmitted. This is because both transmitting and decoding phases take longer if the coding is more complex. Second, comparatively the delay times between t2 and t3 in as shown in Table 2.1 stay almost the same; this is because that t2 is the time when the wake-up receiver sends out the signal through wiring to the MCU, at which all decoding procedure is already completed. Thus, the delay between t2 and t3 only represents the wake-up time of the MCU and will not be affected when
different coding patterns are used.

Regardless, through this experiment, since the total delay caused by using this RF wake-up mechanism is less than 80 milliseconds (from sending out the wake-up signal by the transmitter to the MCU’s wake-up), we can safely conclude that this wireless wake-up mechanism will not affect the data communication between the gateway and the sensor nodes in the field for most sensing applications, where the sensors sense data packets at a time and transmit at a different time, then stay idle with much longer duration. The study in [94] claimed to reduce the time between $t_1$ and $t_2$ roughly from 13 ms to about 2 ms using 16-bit and single pattern with the similar setup in this paper. We thought this could potentially further reduce the latency introduced by this out-band wake-up mechanism. Another study in [87] using the same chipset claims the time between $t_2$ and $t_3$ to be 45.87 ms, which is similar to our experiment.

2.5.3 Energy Consumption Analysis and Verification

The energy consumption is one of the primary concerns of this paper. Our main study focuses on the energy consumption in the sensor nodes that are potentially deployed in the hard-accessible field. Specifically, we classify each sensor module hardware into four sub-units represented by the primary device: the MCU, XBee module, wake-up receiver, and the sensors. In Table 2.2, we list the typical current consumption with a 3.3 V supply voltage for this hardware. We did the comparative experiment on one default (duty-cycle) energy-saving mode and two wake-up mechanisms as we explained earlier, and recorded the power consumption:

1. Solution 1 – the simple duty-cycle method (default in the Libelium
sensor network). In this method, no out-band wake-up method is used.

We use the XBee as our data communication as well as the wake-up channel. The XBee module on the sensor node will state in listening mode if no UAV is nearby. Using this solution, the XBee and MCU on the sensor board have to be always turned on.

2. Solution 2 – infrared wake-up method implemented in this paper. The infrared receiver is used as the wake-up channel. Since the IR receiver is connected to the MCU GPIO, it requires MCU always stay on while XBee module can be turned off.

3. Solution 3 – RF wake-up method proposed and implemented in this paper. The RF is used as the wake-up channel. The receiver connected to the MCU’s interrupt pin, the MCU will stay in sleep mode. The MCU only costs the current of 55uA while in sleep mode.

Table 2.2 Nominal current values for sub-units within a sensing module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCU</strong></td>
<td>15mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensors</strong></td>
<td>30mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>XBee</strong></td>
<td>165mA/45mA*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IR</strong></td>
<td>0.45mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RF</strong></td>
<td>2.3uA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The two values represent working/idle listening

We assume the same schedule for the different solutions, in which $T_i$, $T_s$, $T_{trans}$ represent the duration of the idling state, sensing state, and the transmitting state of the sensor node, respectively. Considering 24 hours as a working period, if every 4 hours
the node will sense the data and transmit to the gateway, the value of $T_s$ and $T_{tran}$ in 24 hours are usually less than 10 minutes, whereas the remaining of the time belongs to $T_i$. This means that the significant part of the power consumption is spent within the $T_i$ period when accumulated with time. Figure 2.6 illustrates the solution’s electric current consumption considering the aforementioned typical durations.

![Figure 2.6 Energy consumption illustrations resulting from the three solutions.](image)

The power consumption for one sensing cycle can be calculated by the following formula:

$$E_{cycle} = [T_i \times I_i + T_s \times I_s + T_{tran} \times I_{tran}] V_{dc}$$

where $I_i, s, tran$ is the current variable at the state of idling, sensing, and data
transmitting as defined in Table 2.2, respectively; and the resulting \( E_{\text{cycle}} \) defines the energy consumption in a designated cycle proportional to the constant battery DC voltage.

Using this formula and the data from Table 2.2, we can qualitatively state that the Solution 3 needs much less energy for the idle state. By simple algebraic calculation based on Table 2.2 and the assumed typical idling (4 hours), sensing duration (1 min), and transmitting duration (1 min), the Solution 3 costs only 1.6% of the energy compared with Solution 1, and 6% of energy compared with Solution 2. This statement has been similarly stated in [7, 9]; however, no physical implantation and comparative validation are found in their efforts.

To evaluate the qualitative statement above, we built a sensing network using Waspmote 1, 2 and 3, each being set up with XBee modules and the wake-up hardware corresponding to Solution 1, 2 and 3. For each implemented solution, the mote was attached with a rechargeable 6600 mAh Lithium-ion battery. We programmed that when the Waspmote wakes up, MCU will measure the battery voltage level and calculate the current battery percentage.

A separate XBee coordinator was placed within the line-of-sight to each network of the Waspmote modules, forming a star XBee network in an indoor environment. To compare the difference in energy consumption between these three solutions, we minimized the possible power consumption from the front-end hardware, therefore no additional sensing units were used in this test. Each Waspmote was waked up by using its corresponding methods and joined in the XBee network every 4 hours.
Then they sent a ‘hello’ message to the coordinator which was always turned on. After that, each Waspmote read the current battery level, and then went back to its original state: XBee idle listening, IR receiver listening or RF receiver listening, respectively, as designed and implemented in Solution 1, 2, and 3. We monitored the test for about 130 hours for the three physical prototypes, and the battery levels were measured and recorded. The resulting energy consumption results are collectively shown in Figure 2.7.

![Battery level through time (hours)](image)

Figure 2.7 Experimental battery test and capacity dropping for the three different solutions

From the above results, we clearly see that Solution 1, in which the XBee module and MCU are always turned on, drains the battery out quickly in less than 90 hours. The data transmission in Solution 1 discontinued after 88 hours from the test since the battery level drops to 23%, and the Waspmote stopped working due to the
voltage is too low. In Solution 2, we can still see a linear drop in the battery level but with a slower rate than it is in Solution 1. As we stated above, most energy in Solution 2 is consumed by the IR receiver and the MCU, we can conclude that the XBee idle and listening states consume a large percentage of energy. Although we did not measure until the mote stopped working for Solution 2, we believe the battery level drop is linearly on a rate of 0.48% per hour and will last a total of about 208 hours (through linear fitting with a fixed intercept of 100%). Lastly, the battery level of Solution 3 did not drop significantly thanks to the RF wake-up solution. Due to the very low dropping rate, we only measured a 2% drop during the 130-hour test. Assuming a linear rate of consumption (through the linear fitting in Figure 2.7), we expect that the Solution 3 network would continue working for about 5556 hours (or an about 7.5-month period). This is a remarkable improvement compared with both Solution 1 and 2.

Last, if all the consumption rates are compared (as shown in the linear fitting in terms of the slope values), one can see that the power consumption rate from Solution 3 is about 3.8% of Solution 2, and 1.9% of Solution 1. This approximately confirms the analytical studies previously. In fact, we noted a better result (3.8% instead of 6%) from the analytical evaluation based on Figure 2.6, when comparing Solution 3 and 2. We believe this is attributed to that the actual XBee communication time is less than 1 min since there were not so much data being transferred in this test.

2.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we review the concept of aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) for its critical use in sensing in a remote and geospatially large or complex
space and particularly recognize the need of implementing such sensing solution in precision agriculture and structural health monitoring practice. We then recognize the technical challenge towards achieving energy efficiency in the ground sensors. Different wake-up mechanisms are then reviewed and compared. Among those mechanisms, we chose active radio frequency (RF) based wake-up method and implemented physically. The focus is on evaluating their performance to achieve energy efficiency on the battery-powered ground sensors. The following findings are achieved through the experimental evaluation in this work:

The experimental results in this paper indicate that the RF-based out-band wake-up mechanism can save a great deal of energy compared with the other two solutions (the infrared wake-up and the default duty-cycle methods). A direct comparison between the RF-based solution and the infrared-based solution indicates that the RF-based wake-up mechanism has noticeably better performance in the wake-up range, and has a tremendous improvement in the power consumption. Specifically, the results show that the RF-based wake-up mechanism can potentially save more than 98.4% of the energy that the traditional duty-cycle method would otherwise consume, and 96.8% if an infrared-receiver method is used.

The evaluation of wake-up time-delay by using a variety of different wake-up signal codes indicate that the time-delay is below 80 milliseconds; hence, the delay will not affect most opportunistic sensing applications (wherein the sensors sense the data at a time and transmit at a later time, then the sensors go back to the sleep mode until another abrupt event). Herein it is pointed out, however, that more strict time-delay
evaluation needs to be conducted if synchronization is critical between the sensors.

Given the two findings, it is concluded that the RF wake-up mechanism is the first candidate for implementing the proposed wireless aerial-ground sensing network for monitoring applications in large-scale geospatial or challenging spaces. The technical contribution also includes the use of a digital imaging approach to measuring the wake-up time-delay; and the resulting time-dependent rates of the battery-based power consumption using three different wake-up methods. This experimental and empirical knowledge may be extrapolated in similar sensing network research wherein sensor activation needs to be integrated.

The technical contribution also includes the use of a digital imaging approach to measuring the wake-up time-delay; and the resulting battery-based power consumption rates using three different wake-up methods. This experimental and empirical knowledge may be extrapolated in similar sensing network research wherein sensor wake-up needs to be integrated.
3.1 Introduction

The deficiency of civil infrastructure systems in the US has been recognized as a national challenge that, if not altered, would have a cascading impact on the nation’s economy and competitiveness. For the stock of highway bridges in the USA, about 9.1% of them were structurally deficient in 2016 [95]. With the exposure to the unavoidable natural disasters, highly economical, rapid, and efficient structural condition and health assessment technologies are of critical importance for ensuring community resilience. To this end, periodic inspection is the mainstream method for managing most of the bridges and other civil infrastructure systems, which are time-consuming, laborious, and expensive. Innovative technologies for civil infrastructure data collection have been expected to transform this practice.

The state-of-the-art approach is structural health monitoring (SHM), which features the use of wired or wireless sensors, including the use of smart sensors in wireless sensing networks (WSNs) [14-17]. Most SHM technologies focus on sensing of vibrational data (e.g. dynamic acceleration, displacement or local strain data) due to external excitation, followed by signal processing and system identification methods for extraction of intrinsic system parameters (e.g. modal frequencies) and states (e.g. global and local damage proxies). In reality, however, for structures with slight to
moderate damage, such as local cracking and corrosion, visual or remote sensing based inspection is the most efficient approach to date. This is partially due to that in reality, local damage induced modal changes may be insignificant compared to changes due to environmental fluctuations (e.g. temperature and humidity) [96]. In contrast to SHM methodologies, remote sensing-based imaging technology provides a direct means for assessing structural damage. The underlying basis is that images of structures or structural components provide pixels that can be viewed as high-resolution ‘sensors’, which directly convey the appearance characteristics of structural condition. Among different remote sensing platforms, low-cost and highly mobile small Unmanned Arial Vehicles (UAVs or commonly called drones, such as quadcopters) are being treated as an emerging platform [18-20]. The use of such imaging UAVs has been proven effective in providing overhead imagery for civil infrastructure condition assessment, although operational challenges exist due to environmental factors.

It is noted that modern UAVs are often equipped with communication modules and can further carry sensing and routing payloads. This provides the technical feasibility of incorporating UAVs into a WSN that networks with regular ground-based sensors. On the other hand, the potential of integration UAVs into a WSN is also corroborated by a critical challenge in deploying practical WSNs in challenging environments. For instance, since sensors are usually battery-powered, field sensors are often deactivated and in the ‘sleep’ mode. Moreover, in a harsh environment or circumstance such as in disaster scenes where cellular networks are crippled, data may become ultimately inaccessible even if a local WSN survives. These challenges can be
overcome by taking advantage of the aerial mobility of the UAVs. One solution is to use a UAV to fly to the overhead of the ground WSN, and activate the sensors in an as-needed basis hence achieving maximum energy efficiency [26]. To access data from a ground WSN, the UAV may serve as a gateway to receive data from the ground sensors. It is noted that the concept of integrating UAVs into a WSN or realizing dynamic relay of communication has been similarly proposed by different researchers [27, 28]. However, no physical prototype or applications of such networks to civil infrastructure monitoring is found to date.

Recognizing the potential promise of integrating UAV-based imaging and ground-based WSN in improving the efficiency of collecting civil structures, the resulting network is termed aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) in this paper. In an AG-WSN sensing system, the UAV is adapted to achieve two immediate roles – as an imaging sensor providing overhead imagery and as a gateway (or data sink) that commands and receives data from the ground sensors. In an earlier effort of the authors [29], the concept of aerial-imaging and ground-sensing was proposed for use in the situation of disaster response in a geospatially wide area. In this paper, this concept is borrowed towards structural monitoring at a geospatial scale as well, wherein the health and conditions of a single large-scale structure or clustered structures (e.g. in a wide area such as a city block) are the concern. In recent years, it is noted that small UAVs are further investigated for the use in an interior or GPS-denied environment with the assistance of machine-vision based navigation [30, 31]. This implies that the proposed AG-WSN may be further extended into use in these challenging
environments.

Given such promise and towards deploying the proposed AG-WSN, however, one practical issue that remains not fully resolved is the interference between the UAV’s and the WSN’s operating frequencies. In practice, most UAVs use 2.4 GHz radio for flight control and 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi (802.11 g/n/ac) for imagery data feeds. For low-power sensing, ground-based WSNs often use the ZigBee (802.15.4) protocol, which may run at 2.4 GHz as well. In this paper, an AG-WSN prototype using commercial components is developed, and then the interference issue is experimentally explored.

This experimental paper contributes to the body of knowledge in terms of two empirical findings: (1) the key parameters affecting the short-range Wi-Fi and ZigBee interference and the experimental relations; and (2) the long-range optimal ZigBee transmission with the novel definition of the transmission comfort-zone and the sensitive parameter. Last, it is worth pointing out that the experimental methodology adopted in this paper is pragmatic towards deploying the proposed AG-WSN for the integrated monitoring civil structures at a geospatial scale. For analytically investigating the communication interference issue, rigorous anechoic-chamber studies are essential, which is often beyond the knowledge domain of civil structural and SHM engineers.

### 3.2 System Design and Potential Capabilities

In the proposed AG-WSN solution, the idea is to use a UAV as a remote sensing platform that feeds imagery data through the Wi-Fi link to the ground station; in the meantime, the UAV acts as a sink to gather data from ground-based sensing nodes
through the ZigBee communication. The ground-based sensor data can be of any modality including displacement, strain, temperature, moisture, and others that are pertinent to quantify and influence the health and integrity of the structures. The schematic design is illustrated in Figure 3.1. For a typical ZigBee network with a star topology, it incorporates two types of essential devices: one coordinator (as the gateway) and a number of end-devices (the sensing units). Accordingly, a minimal configuration is to integrate a ZigBee coordinator within the UAV that connects to another ZigBee enabled ground sensor.

![Diagram of network topology](image)

Figure 3.1 Illustration of the network topology for an AG-WSN with three system components: (1) UAV as a flying imaging and network gateway; (2) UAV ground station; and (3) a locally deployed Zigbee-based WSN (that may be part of the network installed on a civil structure).

With the configuration shown in Figure 3.1, it is noted that first, the UAV’s two functions are not necessarily performed simultaneously. Nonetheless, to ensure the fly safety either with or without the visual line of sight (VLOS), video streaming through
the Wi-Fi link from the UAV to the ground station is critical and should be turned on continuously. As a result, the underlying communication-interference issue is outstanding once an AG-WSN is deployed in the field, which is the challenge to resolve in this paper. With the basic sensing functions of the AG-WSN, three other potential capabilities and opportunities of an AG-WSN network are envisioned and summarized as follows.

1. The imaging (including laser-based scanning) payload at the UAV in an AG-WSN can be used to measure structural displacement remotely through photogrammetric processing and mathematical optimization. This promise has been showcased in several recent endeavors with experimental verification in a laboratory or ideal environment [97-99], which provide a great promise in overcoming the cost of deploying contact-based sensors to civil structures in a challenging environment. However, it is recognized that, first, even considering such logistic challenges, contact-based sensors are yet essential when obtaining in-situ environmental measurements (e.g. temperature and moisture etc.) and the ground-truth structural measurements. In addition, it is asserted that other significant challenges exist towards direct UAV-imaging based structural monitoring, such as wind-induced aerodynamic disturbance and difficulty in achieving UAV-motion invariant estimates [97].

2. The proposed AG-WSN framework provides the next-generation
solution to embedded computing towards the real-time delivery of structural health analytics. First, although the state-of-the-art wireless sensors today are equipped with basic onboard or embedded processing capability, e.g. as found in the sensor boards of Xnode, Imote2, and WaspMote etc. described in [100], mostly the computing is limited to simple preprocessing due to computing speed and power consumption. On the other hand, modern UAVs are usually equipped with a much more powerful embedded computer (e.g. one used in our research is powered by a Xilinx SoC that is powered by a dual-core ARM processor and an FPGA processor) and higher-capacity lithium-ion polymer batteries, which can be exploited to realize the notion of realistic edge-computing towards online system identification and damage-scene understanding [101].

3. As shown in Figure 3.1, the locally deployed WSN on the civil structures implies that the WSN may be a sub-network of the WSN system for the monitored structure. This further signifies that the flying UAV can serve both as an in-situ server in receiving and processing the ground data and a ‘head’ sensor node for the sub-network in the ground. Through flying to the next or adjacent sub-network deployed to the structure, this operational modality provides an unprecedented opportunity for implementing the well-explored decentralized SHM for a large-scale structure [14, 102, 103], although significant research challenges are to
be recognized; and some envisioned arguments are provided later in this paper.

3.3 Technical Background in Wi-Fi and ZigBee Interference

For the operating frequencies of Wi-Fi and ZigBee, besides several optional frequency bands (e.g. 868 or 915 MHz for wireless personal area network or WPAN; and 6 or 60 GHz for wireless local area network or Wi-Fi), industrial Wi-Fi devices generally use the 2.4 GHz frequency band, which overlaps with the most widely used 2.4 GHz for ZigBee devices. With this sharing of the same frequency band, first of all, numerous efforts have indicated the presence of ZigBee and Wi-Fi interference in a close range [104-108]. Second, the fact that small UAVs (e.g. a quadcopter) are size-sensitive to the addition of flight payloads renders the possible close-range interference more significant. In the meantime, interference will always trigger higher power consumption and shorten the aerial endurance besides risking the UAV flight control. Therefore, an investigation of how Wi-Fi interferes with the low-power ZigBee communication in a UAV platform is practically needed.

Some researchers attempt to find ways to avoid or resolve the interference when both networks are deployed. Huang et al. (2010) argued that there exist abundant opportunities for ZigBee and Wi-Fi to coexist in the same or overlapping channels [105]. They developed a frame protocol to achieve the trade-off between the throughput and the packet delivery ratio (PDR). Zhang and Shin (2011) used a frequency flip scheme to avoid this frequency overlap, in which a ZigBee node is deployed to notify a nearby Wi-Fi network to prevent mutual interference between the two [108]. A similar
idea was reported by using a hybrid device to coordinate messages between the Wi-Fi and the ZigBee networks [104]. In addition, the work of Xu et al. (2011) developed a scheme that detects a Wi-Fi network and then automatically changes the ZigBee channel to avoid interference [107]. Other researchers found that due to the low power requirement, ZigBee packets are easily corrupted by strong Wi-Fi interference. As such, one potential solution is to modify the ZigBee packet to potentially reduce the interference. For instances, Liang et al. (2010) used multi-headers in ZigBee packets that provide header redundancy to increase PDR and claimed that in most cases, the ZigBee packet header is the only corrupt zone of the whole packet under the Wi-Fi interference [106].

There are a few endeavors that aim to evaluate the ZigBee network performance under Wi-Fi interference through numerical simulation and experimental verification. Theoretical modeling of ZigBee interference in terms of packet error rate (PER) under Wi-Fi and Bluetooth was reported [109]. In Yi et al. (2011), the authors adopted this theoretical model and further verified the simulation by physical testing that the distance between the Wi-Fi and ZigBee devices and the offset of the center-operating frequency between the two are the two major factors that affect the ZigBee performance [110]. They reported that a distance of two meters in most cases would be safe if there is an offset frequency of 8 MHz between the ZigBee and the Wi-Fi. This is a notable finding for deploying ZigBee and Wi-Fi networks using commercial products without considering the aforementioned frequency-based adjustment or packet modification schemes. However, for considering deployment of a UAV-based network, it is hard to
achieve the aforementioned configuration since most commercially available quadcopter UAVs usually have a form factor less than 2 meters. Another interesting white paper shows that different ZigBee devices using different chipsets have quite unique results under the impact of Wi-Fi [111]; hence, technically the shorter distance may exist. Unfortunately, most commercial ZigBee devices and chipsets including the ones used in this paper are not in the test results in Thonet et al. (2008). Last, it is pointed out that although there are analytical models (with numerical evaluation) for ZigBee interference with Wi-Fi [109, 110], field-based testing is the ultimate approach. This physical experimentation approach is adopted in this case study.

3.4 Experimental Evaluation

3.4.1 System Prototyping and Testing Environment

As shown in Figure 3.2, an AG-WSN prototype is developed based on a commercial drone (DJI Phantom 3 Professional) that carries an imaging camera with the real-time Wi-Fi data link to the ground station. Two Waspmote® sensor boards from Libelium are used (each with an XBee-based ZigBee communication module made by Digi with the Silicon Labs EM357 SoC transceiver chipset operating at 2.4GHz) are used to construct a minimum (two-node) ZigBee network. The native Wi-Fi antenna of the UAV for video transmission is built into the front-left landing gear. The insert picture in Figure 3.2 shows the Waspmote board that is attached to the UAV. The other (identical) Waspmote board is placed at the ground as the end-device.
Figure 3.2 Physical prototype of the UAV system with a minimum AG-WSN configuration: one commercial UAV with a set of payloads including an imaging camera with a Wi-Fi link to the ground station, and two ZigBee devices (one as the UAV payload and the other at the ground level).

It is noted that the electromagnetic radiation is primarily determined by the antenna gain, and hence the data transmission between the antennas of two end devices. Qualitatively, if one reduces the Wi-Fi antenna gain (reducing the power need by the Wi-Fi module as well), the ZigBee will definitely have better performance on both range and the PDR. However, this may impact the quality and range of the UAV’s video-streaming feedback. On the other hand, if the ZigBee’s antenna gain is increased (hence entailing higher voltage of power supply), the performance in terms of both PDRs and ranges will be improved under the Wi-Fi interference. When realizing the prototype as shown in Figure 3.2, commercial products were utilized, which provide no possibility of changing the gain by programming. In this experimental study, the
antenna of the DJI UAV has a gain of 2.82 dBi, which is relatively strong to accommodate its video transmission function in the visual line-of-sight distance in the outdoor environment; whereas the PCB antenna on the XBee board has a low gain of 0.6 dBi considering that its primary use is for constructing a local sensing network. Without changing the gains, this fixed gain difference implies that the ZigBee communication will be heavily interference by the Wi-Fi signals.

The experimental site for the long-range testing is a public place with minimal possible environmental radio interference. At this site, no Wi-Fi signals were found along the UAV flying path, and the only possible effects may come from cellular networks. Rigorous experiments may be done in a controlled environment (e.g. large-scale anechoic chambers) to achieve data for validating analytical models. Nonetheless, this work adds value in a way that all the data and observations are achieved in a real environment that mocks many urban or remote environments; towards providing the most realistic guidance for practical system implementation, the experimental framework and findings are considered an addition to the knowledge body.

3.4.2 Experimental Design

Using the prototype setup in Figure 3.2, it is noted that the Waspmote® sensing devices (one acts the coordinator, and one as the end-device) are actually two identical sensor boards both with the XBee communication modules, which are hence interchangeable in terms of serving as the coordinator or the end-device role. Therefore, for the practical evaluation purpose, the component of the XBee module at the ground level can be connected to a computer laptop to act as the coordinator. This reverse
configuration is convenient since the XBee-laptop platform can readily run the developed testing program to conduct the evaluation. To ensure the likely interference minimized at the ground, a 10-meter distance is kept between the ZigBee coordinator and the UAV’s base station. With the prototype system in the air shown in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 illustrates the primary configuration and the geometric variables for the interference evaluation: $D$ – the distance between the UAV and the laptop; $d$ – the distance between the Wi-Fi and ZigBee (XBee) antennas; and $\theta$ – the relative angle between the two antennas in the UAV configuration space.

![Illustration of the experimental setup and the configuration variables.](image)

To minimize other possible factors that may affect the test result, the Wi-Fi center frequency was set precisely at 2486 MHz and ZigBee center frequency at 2455 MHz according to Yi et al. (2011), which states that the larger frequency offset between these two, the less interference is likely to occur when the distance between Wi-Fi and
ZigBee stays the same. Second, the power of the Wi-Fi and the ZigBee modules are both set as a fixed value. During the testing, the UAV maintains communication with the ground station using the Wi-Fi channel and sends the video feed to the station. The ZigBee coordinator at the ground is controlled to send packets of 50 bytes repeatedly to the end-device attached to the UAV (both the coordinator and the end-device have the same XBee antennas). The end-device then returns the received data back to the coordinator. By monitoring the number of packets that travel back to the coordinator, the PDR (Packet Delivery Ratio) is defined and measured:

\[
PDR = \frac{\text{Number of packets Returned}}{\text{Total number of packets sent out}} \times 100\%
\]

In the following tests, a total of 1000 packets are sent to calculate the PDR at a prescribed condition.

3.4.3 Test-1: Interference at Short-range Communication

In an initial test with no Wi-Fi interference (where the UAV was turned off without video feeding and the UAV is moved away from the Zigbee coordinator), the ZigBee coordinator and the ZigBee end-device was found to be able to communicate at a 99.6% PDR at 800 meters (which is the maximum the line-of-sight distance considered in this paper). When the Wi-Fi was turned on (UAV was turned on, and the standard video, 720p/6000kbps/30fps, is feeding to the base station), it was found that the interference became dramatic with the PDR less than 50%. To observe the effects of the relative positions of the Wi-Fi and the ZigBee antennas, the set up shown in Figure 3.3 was used, in which the UAV and the ZigBee coordinator distance (shown as \( D \) in Figure 3.3) was set 5 meters, while the UAV was set hovering with the Wi-Fi video
feeding set on. With this configuration, two tests were conducted: first, the Wi-Fi and the ZigBee antennas were set orthogonal to each other ($\theta = 90^\circ$), then the PDRs were evaluated at eight different distances between the two antennas ($d = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15$ and $20$ cm); and second, the antennas were set parallel to each other ($\theta = 0^\circ$), the PDRs were obtained at the same distance values. Figure 3.4 shows the test results of the PDRs as the relative antenna positions change. The $x$-axis shows the distance in centimeters between the UAV’s Wi-Fi antenna and the end-device’s ZigBee antenna, and the $y$-axis marks the evaluated PDRs in terms of percentage.

![Figure 3.4 Plots of PDRs in relation to the Wi-Fi and ZigBee antenna distances (at two relative angles: orthogonal and parallel).](image)

First of all, the results reveal that even at a short-range range of 5 meters, if the Wi-Fi antenna is too close to the ZigBee module antenna, the ZigBee communication was found to bear heavy interference. When $d$ is at the extreme close range ($2$ cm) and at a parallel position, the ZigBee PDR is about $45\%$. As the distance $d$ increases, the
PDR increases, and at about $d = 20$ cm, the PDR reaches approximately 100%, indicating no interference.

During this short-range test, it is also noticed that the interference is much greater when the two antennas are parallel than when they are at the orthogonal position given the same distance between the two antennas. At the orthogonal position, when $d = 4$ cm, the interference is approximatively negligible; whereas for the case of being parallel, the PDR increases much slowly at $d$ increases. From the $d = 4$ to 15 cm, the parallel position provides about 20% to 35% less in measured PDRs than the orthogonal position does.

Additional relative positions at different angles were tested by fixing the distance between the ZigBee and Wi-Fi antennas at 4 cm. In Figure 3.5, more relative angles ranging from $0^\circ$ (parallel) towards $90^\circ$ (orthogonal) are shown as consistently increasing with the PDRs. Combining the observations in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, and considering the relatively small configuration space within a UAV (e.g. only a relative distance less than 50-cm is allowed), an orthogonal position between the UAV’s Wi-Fi antenna and the ZigBee antenna should be preferred.
3.4.4 Test-2: Interference in Long-range Communication

Two flight tests were conducted to evaluate the long-range Wi-Fi interference. To minimize the short-range interference between the Wi-Fi and the ZigBee antennas, the two antennas were placed far more apart than 20 cm and in an orthogonal position (according to the results from Test 1). Therefore, the interference if any is the result of a long-range interference between the Wi-Fi and ZigBee signals. In this test, two different distances between the two antennas were adopted: $d = 30$ cm, and $d = 50$ cm. Then the ZigBee coordinator and the UAV controller were fixed 10-meter apart and the UAV was controlled to fly away from this position at a height of 15 meters above the ground. At each position of the UAV ($D = 10, 20, 50, 75, 100, 150, 300, 450, 600, \text{ and } 750$ meters; all ground distances were measured through the GPS readings from the UAV control station), the UAV was carefully yawned such that the ZigBee antenna of
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the end device in the UAV is parallel with the ZigBee coordinator’s antenna to keep maximum signal strength. At each distance, the UAV hovered until one PDR test was done. The test is done over a flat field that is approximately 60 meters wide and 800 meters long. Figure 3.6 illustrates the test field and the flight path.

![Flight field and path for the long-range interference test](image)

Figure 3.6 Flight field and path for the long-range interference test (courtesy of Google Map).

Figure 3.7 shows that when the distance $d$ between the UAV’s Wi-Fi and ZigBee antenna is 30 cm, the ZigBee communication can overcome the Wi-Fi interference (with a PDR close to 100%) as long as the communication distance (between the coordinator at the ground and the end-device in the air) is within 50 meters. When $d$ increases to 50 cm, the distance of 100 meters is a greater threshold for the ZigBee communication to overcome the Wi-Fi interference. In this paper, this threshold for achieving negligible interference is defined as a ZigBee communication ‘comfort zone’ for UAV-based long-range mixed Wi-Fi and ZigBee data transmission.
Figure 3.7 Plots of long-range PDRs in relation to the transmission distance between the ZigBee devices.

It is observed from Figure 3.7 that the ZigBee PDRs at both flight tests quickly drop when the range is out of the comfort zone. After a certain distance ($D = 150$ meters), the PDR drops more slowly; approximately, the rates of dropping (the slopes) are about the same at the two antenna-to-antenna distances ($d = 30$ cm and $50$ cm). One speculation is that when the distance of the two ZigBee modules exceeds a certain range, the Wi-Fi interference becomes less significant and the PDR dropping is more of an attenuation function of distance. However, this may need further experimental evaluation. In this paper, the main concern is to find out the condition at which the Zigbee communication can survive the Wi-Fi interference or operate in the comfort zone.

Figure 3.7 implies that the larger the value of $d$, the larger a comfort zone one may obtain. However, the sizes of most small commercial UAVs in the market
physically limit a too large distance between the antennas. Thus, it is meaningful to find an envelope that describes the relationship between the Wi-Fi/ZigBee antenna distance \(d\) and the range of the comfort zone. To determine the envelope of the comfort zone, with the same long-range testing configuration as used above, different antenna distance values (\(d\) varies from 20 to 80 cm, and \(\theta\) remains 90\(^\circ\)) were tested. At each of the distance values, the communication range (\(D\)) was determined at which the PDR was above 99.8% (namely treated as the maximum range of the comfort zone). With this testing, the envelope of the comfort zone is defined, and Figure 3.8 summarizes the observed values.

From Figure 3.8, one can safely conclude that a few centimeters of increment in \(d\) can lead to a very significant gain in enlarging the comfort zone. It is stated that
this result is not found in the literature, which can assist the implementation of the proposed AG-WSN, especially when a commercial UAV is considered that comes with a small form-factor and limitation for adding payloads.

3.5 Discussion

Towards deploying the proposed AG-WSN network to large-scale structures or structure clusters, there exist several major challenges. These challenges are described as follows and the solutions that may partially resolve these challenges are suggested as well.

Environmental and operational challenges. This category of challenges includes the operation of UAVs (especially the multi-rotor copters) during a vehement weather condition (e.g. heavy raining, high-wind, and very low-visibility days). If the camera is used to measure structural displacement, as indicated in [97, 98], these challenges are not fully resolved to this end. For instance, the wind-induced aerodynamic disturbance to the UAV will violate the ‘small-rotation’ assumption for the UAV towards extracting the true structural displacement from the images. Even with a benign weather condition, the UAV in the field may often fly out of the plane when imaging the structure that violates the in-plane motion assumption. With these challenges that are present to date, contact-based wireless sensors are still poised to be the most reliable solution to this end, which further ratifies the value of the proposed UAV-based AG-WSN solution. As it is pointed out previously that since the primary goal of flying the UAV in our proposed solution is not to employ the imaging payload to ‘measure’ structural
displacement, moderate weather conditions should be acceptable if the UAV is capable of flying from an operational safety point of view, as long as the data links are operational between the UAV and the ground sensors. Another operational challenge is automatic obstacle avoidance when deploying the UAV over a complex space (e.g. in a dense urban environment). If the UAV flies too close to the structures, amid the complex aerodynamic effect (similar to the near-ground effect for any plane when landing) the UAV needs to be equipped with an automatic obstacle-avoidance capability using a vision or radar-based approach [112, 113].

Energy optimization challenge. When performing monitoring over a geospatial wide-area with multiple structures and numerous local sensor networks, the UAV needs to fly over these structures or sensors of interest. Given the limitation of battery technology to date, the UAV needs to fly to all locations with an optimal path that minimizes the energy cost. Theoretically, this belongs to the traditional traveling salesman problem (TSP). With the experimental efforts and findings in this paper, particularly the recognition of the ‘conform-zone’ radius when transmitting data in a long distance, the resulting problem becomes a traveling salesman with neighborhood problem (TSNP), and several analytical solutions can be found in [114, 115].

Optimized sub-structuring for sensor placement (or sub-networking topology), and the development of decentralized sensing and computing. As described previously, the proposed AG-WSN provides an unprecedented opportunity of implementing a SHM solution based on decentralized sensing, wherein the UAV serves as a dynamic ‘head sensor’ for a local sub-network and a real-time ‘edge-computing’ server. However,
several research challenges can be recognized. It first challenges the validity of the existing decentralized system-identification algorithms (e.g. the random decrement method in [102]), considering the great flexibility due to the ‘flying’ mechanism of the UAV. Second, the network topology is not geospatially static but dynamic due to the airborne flexibility of the UAV as the mobile gateway, which belongs to the arena of opportunistic routing; and several UAV-based solutions are explored in the literature [116-118]. The aforementioned energy optimization additionally imparts more constraints to the problem.

3.6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, starting with the motivation of developing a UAV-based aerial-ground WSN for realizing integrated remote sensing and structural health monitoring, the potential interference issue between Wi-Fi and ZigBee communication is experimentally investigated. By developing a prototype system with the commercial components, this case-study paper determines the key factors that affect short-range interference and the long-range data transmission performance. It is observed that the relative position of the Wi-Fi and ZigBee antennas and the distance between them are the two major factors that impact the communication. In the long-range experiment, the ZigBee data transmission is tested as the range varies up to 800 meters (the line-of-sight distance). Defining the range with the packet delivery rate of 99.8% as the ZigBee ‘comfort zone’, the effect of the ZigBee/Wi-Fi antenna distance is further determined and recognized as a sensitive parameter. It is found that with a few centimeters of increment in this distance, the comfort zone range can be improved significantly.
It is worth mentioning that this test result is based on the specific UAV and ZigBee modules that are commercially acquired. Nonetheless, the experimentation framework should be applicable to other commercial products, and similar relations as reported in this study should be expected. Moreover, the findings in this paper provide the guideline in designing the mixed communication configuration in deploying the proposed aerial-ground sensing network wherein Wi-Fi and ZigBee networking are both involved, especially when the ranges of operating frequencies at both overlap.

Two important parameters that may impact the Zigbee PDR, the Wi-Fi video feed quality and the power level for both Wi-Fi and Zigbee radio, need to be further investigated in the future. In the current experimental setup, the video feed quality is not changeable, nor the power level. On the other hand, Zigbee communication may indeed impact the UAV Wi-Fi/video feed quality, which can be another research focus using the setup that comes with adjustable video-streaming quality and power levels in the UAV.

It is noted that in this effort that focuses on defining the concept of the aerial-ground wireless sensing and investigating the network interference within such a novel network, realistic structural response and environmental data are not analyzed. The future efforts based on finding in this paper include the development of heterogeneous sensing including low-speed environmental sensing (e.g. temperature and moisture data at a rate of one data point per minute) and fast structural sensing (e.g. acceleration data at a rate of 200 points per second), and the aerial real-time data acquisition and computing. The subsequent investigation will include the implementation of a
decentralized sensing solution that is optimized for either a single large-scale structure or a geospatially-large structure clusters in an urban area. The implementation task further includes the edge-computing based data processing and system identification towards fully real-time flying, sensing, and delivering of structural health and condition assessment analytics.
CHAPTER 4

SPATIAL PATH-ENERGY OPTIMIZATION FOR TACTIC UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES OPERATION IN ARIAL-GROUND NETWORKING

4.1 Introduction

With advances in autonomous navigation, positioning, mechatronics, and in general robotics technologies, small to miniature-sized unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs; or colloquially called drones) are becoming much low-cost, agile and effective, hence witnessing their ever-increasing use in many social / economic sectors. Today’s professional UAVs are usually equipped with the latest GPS technology; and many small UAVs, especially the multi-motor ones can fly following the predetermined GPS waypoints. Some advanced drones possess small form-factor radar or vision sensors that enable its sense-and-avoid capability [45-47], and therefore fly beyond (visual) line-of-sight (BVLOS or BLOS).

On the other hand, particularly for the multi-rotor UAVs which can take off vertically and fly at a hovering mode, waypoint-based flight control is not critical. As a matter of fact, flying over many pre-determined or locations opportunistically or as demanded in the real-time becomes a very attractive feature. Three examples are illustrated herein. First, one of the most popular use of UAVs is to provide visual monitoring or surveillance data through its camera payload, from which 2-dimensional (2D) or even 3D mapping products can be rapidly obtained. This capability is found useful and effective in many arenas in the architecture, engineering, and construction (ACE) industries, precision agriculture, environmental monitoring, disaster and
emergency response. Given a geospatially large field or a 3-dimensionally complex built object (e.g. a high-rise building or a long-span bridge), the UAV can fly to predetermined or opportunistically encountered locations. The second application setting is an emerging technology trend is UAV-based delivery, for which technology giants such as Amazon and Google are competing to take the lead. It is expected by many that UAVs-based delivery would be a key link in the modern logistics transportation system. If this happens, it is obvious that in a typical route, the UAV may carry multiple packages to deliver at a number of locations (or the opposite, the UAV picks up packages at a number of locations). Considering the limited power of a UAV, which is usually battery-powered, it is obvious that the UAV should optimally travel to these different locations with the shortest distance (hence less flying time further less energy consumption). This is an alternative expression of the classical traveling salesman problem (TSP). Several existing efforts are found that utilized a TSP based optimization framework to optimizing UAV’s spatial path [38, 119-123].

In this endeavor, the authors recognize a novel application of UAVs that the UAVs can be used as aerial gateways to connect with ground-based wireless sensing network (WSN). This application, still its infancy or conceptual stage, can be considerably useful for several application scenarios, where ground-based sensing and aerial remote sensing are both relevant, such as for agriculture wherein ground-truth soil/crop data can be used to validate or fuse with the remote sensing data. In this effort, the application setting is structural health monitoring (SHM) and condition assessment at a large geospatial scale for civil structures and life-line infrastructure systems that
often are massive and spatially complex (e.g. urban buildings, long-span bridge, and power transmission lines/towers, etc.). In addition, we have proposed and developed a prototype of realizing a wireless aerial-imaging and ground-sensing network; or in short, aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) [48] for its possible use in geospatial-scale SHM and condition assessment.

For civil structures that are critical to the society, sensors and especially WSNs can be installed for these structures in their lifetime hence achieving ‘smart structures’. The continuous health monitoring through these WSNs provides stakeholders a basis for ensuring public safety and a ground for decision-making when dealing with unexpected damage or losses [2]. As shown in Figure 4.1 (a), the traditional approach has been collect the response of structures due to environmental or hazards-induced vibrations through the wireless sensors then a process of system identification is typically entailed to extract the possible change of structural integrity or damage [14-17]. In reality, however, for structures with slight to moderate damage, such as local cracking and corrosion, visual or remote sensing based inspection is the most efficient approach to date. However, in practice, there is no need to constantly monitor the structures, as most damage develop slowly due to material aging or environmental deterioration. This implies that two possibilities. First, the ground sensors for the SHM over different structures can be deactivated (in sleep mode); then activated when needed to save energy, and the UAV can serve as the ‘activator’ and then becomes a data sink to collect the data. This would work for critical structures that are installed with WSN already. Second, for the majority of the structures which are not installed with sensors,
the UAV can fly and deploy sensors (acting as a delivery robot) and then construct a WSN in the meantime to collect data a data sink. In either these two scenarios, the UAV can function it does typical to perform remote imaging and inspection of the civil structures that it visits. For this function, many efforts have explored its use [18-20]. This further corroborates the necessity of combining WSNs and UAV-based remote sensing technologies.

Figure 4.1 Proposed AG-WSN. (a) Conceptual illustrations of the proposed aerial-ground sensing network (AG-WSN) for structural health monitoring and condition assessment; and (b) idealization by collapsing the three-dimensional (3D) flight over the sensors into 2D plane, where each sensor has a communication range (for any sensor herein, the range forms a local region). The UAV can fulfill the data collection task for a sensor if it enters its local region.
Given the aforementioned description of the AG-WSN concept for geospatially large-scale SHM and condition assessment, one may recognize that the primary energy constraint for the UAV does not vanish as it is described for the UAV-based parcel delivery or pickup context. Nonetheless, in this effort, it is further identified that the problem is not a typical TSP problem towards minimizing the energy cost, in which the travel aims to precisely reach isolated points (at the sensor nodes). The primary difference is that the UAV is not necessary to fly exactly to the ‘node’ point of the ground sensor in order to collect data; instead, as long as it reaches a communication range despite the possible packet loss in communication, the task of data collection can be completed. Assuming that the sensors are in one plane and the UAV flies in a parallel plane, either the spatial topology of the sensors or the UAV and its flight paths can be projected onto one unified plane (a virtual configuration plane). As illustrated in Figure 4.1(b), this implies that the UAV needs to find the paths to visit the communication ranges (i.e. neighborhoods) of the individual sensor nodes once and collect data from all nodes with the minimal energy cost. This problem is a generalization of TSB, and is essentially the Traveling Salesman Problem with Neighborhoods (TSPN).

With this proposition, this paper formulates the TSPN problem in the context of spatial path-energy optimization for a UAV-based AG-WSN system. Through exploiting a non-convex mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) framework, this paper concerns three novel and related contributions. First, when constructing the objective function, a new communication range function with package loss is considered. Second, when defining the objective path-energy function, both the energy
cost due to the forward-moving and hovering modes are both incorporated. Third, when defining the neighbor radius (physically the distance from the UAV to a sensor node), a novel classification of the solutions is proposed, including two solution bounds and one fully dynamical path-energy approach. These formulations and propositions are not found in the literature. Nonetheless, the problem at hand in this paper is not a standard TSPN.

This Chapter is organized as follows: Section 2, first a short review of related work is provided, and then the TSPN problem in the context of the proposed AG-WSN is described. Section 3 provides the mathematical formulation including the consideration of the UAV flight modes (forward-moving and hovering), and the mixed-integer nonlinear programming is described, and the solution classification is proposed. Subsequently in Section 4, multiple simulation results are given to evaluate the performance of the numerical optimization procedure. Section 5 provides conclusions and further remark on the possible improvement and research in the future.

4.2 Related Work and Traveling-salesman Problem with Neighborhood

4.2.1 Related Work

The most traditional and reliable way for wireless sensing network (WSN) method to collect sensing data is using a stationary gateway with multi-hop routing [32]. In some conditions, however, it is not possible nor efficient to use such topology due to the environmental and energy restriction. The alternative method is to deploy a mobile robot as a network gateway to collect data from the sensor nodes either in the multi-hop routing [33, 34] or the star topology [35-37]. Mobile robots including ground
robots and UAVs as previously described can either move or fly following GPS-enabled waypoints or approach to tactically selected locations, hence perfectly serving as a rely node of a gateway for the ground sensor networks.

Numerous efforts are found in which the TSP or TSPN frameworks were employed for mobile robotic path planning within a wireless sensing network, which are in a way similar to the UAV’s gateway role in an AG-WSN. The authors in [36] proposed to use multiple ground robots to gather data from one sensor network, for which it was termed a ‘k-TSP’ problem. In this topology, the gateway remains stationary while the robots act as relays for the sensor nodes. Therefore, their implementation of such routing mechanism is limited to a TSP not actually a TSPN. A different approach was conducted in Wei et al. (2012) [37], where the routing mechanism aimed to guarantee that a robot can always return to the docking station rather than to provide a global optimal solution. Yuan et al. (2007) reduced the computational time of solving TSPN by constructing a TSP tour first and then apply the Evolutionary Algorithms to achieve the search space reduction [42]. Last, a survey of mobile sink routing for wireless sensor networks is found in the literature [124]. However, most work are related to wireless network routing and heavily rely on data relaying of multiple sensor nodes. To the author’s knowledge, no TSPN for mobile robotic path planning research is performed by extending the concept of the Euclidean distance through considering the wireless packet losses with considering either ground or aerial robotics.

It is noted that the aerial wireless collection of ground-sensor data was found
with the use of fixed-wing UAVs by early researchers [e.g. [39]]. This approach, assuming that the fixed-wing UAV collects data instantly by merely flying through the neighborhood of the sensor nodes without hovering or turning, the classical Dubin’s Travelling Salesman Problem with Neighborhood fits this situation. This problem has been researched by a number of researchers [40-42]. The downsides of these Dubin’s TSPN/fixed-wing UAVs are two-fold. 1) They need a small airstrip to take off. 2) They cannot hover above the sensor nodes; therefore, if flying-through the sensors cannot successfully have sensor data transmitted, the fixed-wing needs to fly around and above the sensor with a large radius, which makes wireless communication more difficult and the energy consumption is much higher than expected. With the advent of more autonomous multi-rotor UAVs, these practical problems are resolved. In this paper, it is the multi-rotor UAVs that are concerned.

4.2.2 TSPN

The generic definition of TSPN was originally described by Arkin and Hassin [38]. The traditional TSPN optimization aims to provide the shortest Euclidean-distance based path to visit all the neighborhoods that envelop individual nodes.

The TSPN problem as the TSP problem is NP-hard and non-convex [38]. First of all, the solution to a TSPN problem has a long and rich history of studying. Numerous heuristic optimization and approximation methods were proposed. In Arkin and Hassin (1994), a simple heuristic procedure for constructing tours was proposed, whose length is guaranteed to be within a constant factor of the length of an optimal tour [38]. Others, such as [119-123], attempted to improve the speed of finding the optimal solution.
Many heuristic methods have been proposed in the literature, which include the use of genetic programming, swarm intelligence methods (e.g. ant colony method), and evolitional methods [125, 126]. In general, this method lacks tractability and do not scale well when the number of nodes increase. Particularly, these methods do not fit the problem of focus in this paper, wherein the spatial path-energy expression includes two basic components.

Another school of optimization framework is to treat the problem as an non-convex mix-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. While MINLPs can be used for a variety of practical applications, problems with non-convex objective and constrains are much difficult to solve than the convex ones [127]. Only recently is the mix-integer non-linear programming method is introduced for solving the non-convex TSPN [128, 129]. In these efforts, they used a specific feature of the MINLP formulation when customizing the solver by adding specific ‘cut’ generators. Once all the binary variables in the formulation are fixed at 0 or 1, the continuous relaxation of the remaining problem is convex. It is thus possible to solve it to optimality using a continuous solver. In this work, the MINLP framework is adopted with a novel customization in expressing the total energy consumption of a UAV as a gateway in an AG-WSN network.

4.3 Formulation

4.3.1 Topological Configuration and Param

Since the shorter path is equivalent to less use of time and hence less energy
consumption, if without considering the hovering and the potential communication
range, one may see that the solution to the shortest path is equivalent to that to the least
energy consumption. In this paper, the focus is the energy optimization for a multi-rotor
UAV that can stay hovering during the communication with a sensor node; therefore,
the energy consumption to maintain the hovering is close to the consumption in the
flying-forward mode [43]. As such, the energy consumed during this hovering time
must be taken into consideration when optimizing the path. This also may imply that
the shortest Euclidean-distance path does not necessarily mean the lowest energy
consumption for the UAV.

Given an AG-WSN with an UAV as the gateway with \( n \) sensor nodes in the
field, the UAV is assumed that it needs to visit all the \( n \) nodes once and only once in
one trip to gather the sensing data through wireless communication. Figure 4.2
illustrates a conceptual geometry of the UAV and the sensor nodes. In Figure 4.2, the
notion of the neighborhood of a sensor node \( i \) with its neighborhood, the impinging
UAV, and the effective communication range is illustrated in terms of the radius distance
\( d \) (e.g. \( 0 \leq d \leq d_{\text{max}} \)), within which the critical variable \( d_0 \) is defined shortly.
The communication range between the UAV and sensor nodes is limited by many factors, which include power, obstacles, and antenna directions. This requires that the UAV approaches a sensor node \( i \) within the local neighborhood of \( \Omega_i \), which is a function of \( d_i \), \( \Omega_i = \Omega_i(d_i) \), around the sensor. In this paper, considering a perfect terrain without blocking and interfering, this local neighborhood (projected on the virtual configuration plane) is formed by a perfect circle and its enveloped area. The UAV then will hover at a selected point \( q_i \in \Omega_i \) of the node \( i \) throughout data collection. It is mentioned that the limited UAV battery life requires the UAV reaching out to all the sensor nodes on the ground with the shortest path (hence the shortest flying time) to save the batter energy. Given the need of the traversal of all nodes and the definition of the neighborhoods of the nodes in Figure 4.2, this path planning for the UAV falls into the category of Travelling Salesman Problem with Neighborhood (TSPN).

Given Figure 4.2 (with two conceptual nodes, neighborhoods, and a path), the following variables are defined.
• \( q_i, q_j \): UAV’s hovering location (a coordinate vector) for the sensor node \( i, j \);

• \( \epsilon_{i,j} \): a binary variable that if there is any traveling path selected between the locations of \( q_i \) and \( q_j \) (\( \epsilon_{i,j} = 1 \), the path is selected; otherwise, not selected);

• \( x(q_i, q_j) \): the spatial Euclidean distance from flying between the UAV hovering positions \( q_i \) and \( q_j \) corresponding to the node \( i \) and \( j \), respectively, given a deterministic sensor network topology: \( x(q_i, q_j) = || q_i - q_j || \), and it is noted that \( x(q_i, q_j) = x(q_j, q_i) \).

To simplify the formulation, the major energy consumption activity of the UAV, which are the forward-moving and hovering modes driven by the motors, are considered. Other energy costs, including imaging, networking, and others are ignored.

4.3.2 Communication Range with Data Loss

Interference and packet loss is a common issue in WSN and has been well studied in the past [130-132]. Integrating a gateway device with a UAV makes the radio environment more complicated. The first reason is that the UAV communicates with its ground station using different wireless protocols than the WSN in the ground. It is common that the UAV with an imaging payload needs a high-power and high-throughput wireless protocol to send real-time video feeds back to the ground station, while the wireless communication for the WSN is low-power due to its low energy consumption requirements (hence low-power wireless protocols are often used, e.g.
ZigBee). The second reason is that two different wireless systems (with antennas) must be installed on the same multi-rotor UAV, which is often relatively in small size. The limited physical distance between the two wireless systems make the interference stronger on both ends.

This inference issue was explored in our recent work [48]. In this effort, the ZigBee-based WSN was adopted. The experimental evaluation indicated that when the UAV is equipped with both ZigBee and Wi-Fi modules, the ZigBee communication is heavily interference by the Wi-Fi signals. One of the most important conclusions is that, when measuring the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) between the UAV (with a Zigbee gateway) and the ground sensor node, the PDR in general decreases as the distance between the UAV and ground sensor node increases. The experimental relation is shown in Figure 4.3.

![Figure 4.3. Experimental measured relations of package delivery ratio and the distance between the UAV and the ground sensor node.](image)

The relation suggests that the UAV can achieve 100% PDR when the UAV is
largely within a certain radius of the ground sensor node. Beyond this radius, packet loss occurs during the communication. When this happens, the UAV needs to stay longer (hovering) till the lost packets are re-transmitted. Depends on several influential factors such as the distance and the relative orientation between the Wi-Fi and the Zigbee antennas, the UAV’s video feed quality, the offset center frequency between Wi-Fi and Zigbee, or if a different wireless protocol is being deployed for WSN, the relation between the PDR and the distance could change accordingly. Nonetheless, it is asserted Figure 4.3 showcases a representative relation.

In this work, by observing Figure 4.3 two obvious segments of the relations exist, the empirical relation is simplified as follows:

1. If the distance \( d \) between the UAV and the sensor node is less than a certain deterministic range \( d_0 \) (\( d \leq d_0 \)), which is the maximum radius for achieving the perfect data transmission (packet lossless radius), then it is assumed that there is no packet loss during the wireless communication. In this case, PDR always equal to 1.

2. If the distance \( d \) between UAV and the sensor node gets larger (i.e. \( d > d_0 \)) the PDR will decrease as the distance increases. From our previous evaluation result, a logarithmic function has been found that fits the data well for the relation at this segment. In general, the equation is in the form of \( PDR = \alpha \ln(d) + \beta \), where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are two function constants with \(-1 < \alpha < 0\) and \( d > d_0 \).

In this work, the circle centering around a sensor node with the radius \( d_0 \) is
called the lossless zone (LLZ) (i.e. within an LLZ, the PDR retains as 1). Combining the above two parts, we can obtain the PDR as a function of the radius distance from the UAV to data transmission distance \(d\) as in Eq. 1, which will be used in the later discussion for the spatial path-energy optimization:

\[
PDR = \begin{cases} 
1, & d \leq d_0 \\
\alpha \ln(d) + \beta, & d > d_0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

4.3.3 UAV Energy Consumption with Data Loss

The fundamental goal is to minimize the total energy of the UAV during a full traversal of the ground sensor nodes, denoted by \(E^f\). To proceed with expressing the energy consumption in the UAV, the following simplification is introduced that the UAV flies with in a two-dimensional plane with a constant absolute height to the ground sensors (which are assumed in an absolute plane as well, Figure 4.1b). In addition, it is further assumed that a constant amount of data to be transferred for all sensor nodes. Given this, the total energy can be separated into two parts: the forward-moving \(E^f\) and the hovering-flying \(E^h\). Assuming the rated power of the UAV in the forward-moving and the hovering modes, \(P_f\) and \(P_h\), and the durations, \(T_f\) and \(T_h\), respectively, the total energy cost is shown in Eq. 2.

\[
E^T = E^h + E^f = P_h \times T_h + P_f + P_f
\]

(1)

Further, if the UAV stays hovering within an LLZ, \(PRD(d) = 1\), the data transfer would take the constant time of \(T_0\) (given the same amount of data to be transferred through all sensor nodes). If there is packet loss during the communication at the hovering mode (i.e. beyond the LLZ), the sensor node will re-transmit the lost packets.
to the UAV. Ideally, the first attempt of the re-transmission will take the hovering time of \( T_h = T_0 \times [1 - PRD(d)] \). Assuming the wireless protocol is designed in a way that multiple re-transmissions will be initiated till all the data is received by the gateway (in the UAV), the total transmission (hence the hovering time) can be calculated as Eq. 3, where, as \( n \to \infty \) and considering \( 0 < PRD(d) < 1 \), it reduces to:

\[
T_h = T_0 \times [1 - PRD(d)] + T_0 \times [1 - PRD(d)]^2 + \ldots + T_0 \times [1 - PRD(d)]^n
\]

\[
T_h = \frac{T_0}{PDR}
\]

Combining Eq. 1 and 3, therefore, the energy consumption for the UAV’s hovering model when collecting data from one sensor becomes a piecewise function:

\[
E^h = P_h \times \frac{T_0}{PDR(d)} = \begin{cases} 
P_h \times \frac{T_0}{PDR(d)} & d \leq d_0 \\
\frac{T_0}{\alpha \ln(d) + \beta} & d > d_0 
\end{cases}
\]

For the forward-moving paths, the time cost for a general path depends on the speed and the path distance. Assuming the forward-moving speed is \( v_f \) and a path distance \( x \), the general forward-moving energy cost is:

\[
E^f = P_f \times \frac{x}{v_f}
\]

which is defined physically as the product of the select path distance normalized by the forward-moving speed \( v_f \), giving out the flight time, and the UAV’s forward-moving power \( P_f \). From Eq. (4) and (5), it is obvious that without considering the forward-moving travel to the sensor nodes, if only the \( E^h \) is taken into account, the total minimal of \( E^h \) can be achieved by setting \( d \leq d_0 \) to achieve the shorter hovering time.
for all individual sensor nodes. This, however, requires the UAV travels a longer
distance to be within the LLZs of all sensors, which leads to longer paths and greater
energy consumption in the $E_f$ part of the complete trip. This situation demands a trade-
off in general in deciding the amount of hovering and the mount of forward-moving;
and granularly, this may vary significantly depending the topology of the ground
network and the param in Eq. 4 and 5.

4.3.4 MINLP Formulation and Solution Classification

Given the set of $\mathcal{N} = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ representing all the sensor nodes to be
visited, based on the standard non-convex MINLP formulation as shown in [128], the
proposed spatial path-energy optimization is proposed, firstly in general, both the
forward-moving and the hovering-triggered energy costs are summed. To encode the
paths that are travelled by the UAV, the binary variables set $\{\epsilon_{i,j} \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, n; j = 1,
2, \ldots, n, \text{and} \ i \neq j\}$ is used to mark the paths selected ($\epsilon_{i,j} = 1$); the location vector
variables $\{q_i \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ are used to mark the location selected ($q_i$) within the
neighborhood of $\Omega_i$ that is further defined by the radius distance $d_i$. With these notions
and based on the general concept in Eq. 2, Table 4.1 defines all the solution frameworks
proposed in this paper. The definitions in details and explanations are given following
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1. Proposed 2-D spatial path-energy optimization through a non-convex Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programing framework.

Minimize

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \varepsilon_{ij} \times P_f \times \frac{x(q_i, q_j)}{v_f} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_h \times \frac{T_0}{PDR(d_i)} \] (6)

Minimize

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \varepsilon_{ij} \times x(q_i, q_j) + v T_0 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{PDR(d_i)} \] (7)

Minimize

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \varepsilon_{ij} \times x(q_i, q_j) \] (8)

Subject to

C1

\[ \sum_{j=1}^{i} \varepsilon_{ji} + \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} \varepsilon_{ij} = 2 \quad \forall i \in N \] (9)

C2

\[ \sum_{i \in S} \left( \sum_{j \in N \setminus S} \varepsilon_{ji} + \sum_{j \in N \setminus S} \varepsilon_{ij} \right) \geq 2 \quad \forall S \subset N \setminus \{1\}, |S| \geq 3 \] (10)

C3

\[ \varepsilon_{ii} = 0 \quad \forall i \in N \] (11)

C4

\[ \varepsilon_{ij} + \varepsilon_{ji} \leq 1 \quad \forall i, j \in N \] (12)

C5

\[ q_i \in \Omega_i \quad \forall i \in N \] (13)

C6

\[ \varepsilon_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall i, j \in N, j > i \] (14)

To solve \{\varepsilon_{ij} | i = 1, 2, \ldots, n; j = 1, 2, \ldots, n, and i \neq j\} and \{(q_i, d_i) | i = 1, 2, \ldots, n\}.

Note:

1. The objective functions in Eq. 6 and 7 are equivalent when assuming \(v_f = v_h\) and \(P_f = P_h\), which defines the dynamic optimized path-energy solution; and the objective function in Eq. 8 defines the shortest-path solutions.

2. The neighborhood in C5, \(\Omega_i\), is unified as either \(\Omega(d_0)\) or \(\Omega(d_{max})\), depending on the solution framework.
First, a novel and generalized objective function is proposed in Eq. 6. This objective function comprises two summation terms with the first being the total summed forward-moving energy cost by traveling to all the local neighborhoods following a selected path scenario, and the second term being the total summed hovering induced energy cost for which the hovering time depends on the communication packet delivery rate function $PDR(d_i)$. Eqs. 9 to 14 further define the constraints (C1 to C6) that provide restriction in searching for the optimum of $\epsilon_{ij}$’s, $q_i$’s, and the associated $d_i$’s. Table 4.1 summarizes the completed expressions for executing the nonconvex MINLP optimization framework.

Among the constraints C1 to C6, the constraint C1 ensures that each node is visited once and only once by the UAV. C2 eliminate any sub-tour by forcing the number of active edges departing from any subgraph induced by a subset of the vertices with cardinality at least 2 to be at least equal to 1 [128]. Constrains C3 and C4 prevent the node from connecting to itself, as well as from two nodes forming a circle. C5 defines the neighborhood for each sensor node (a critical condition to be elaborated later); and C6 makes sure $\epsilon_{ij}$ is binary.

Several parametric assumptions can be made for achieving the simplicity yet without losing the generality:

1. The unit power of the UAV remains a constant during the hovering and forward-moving modes; hence, $P_f = P_h = P$.

2. The speed of the UAV remains a constant during forward-moving modes; hence, $v_f = v$.
In reality, one may assume that the hovering power (or speed) is only a fraction of the forward-moving power (or speed), namely \( v_h = \gamma_1 v_f \) or \( P_h = \gamma_2 P_f \), respectively; and similar simplification can be achieved as well. These two parametric assumptions will simplify the expression of the resulting objective function (Eq. 7) with the same constraints previously.

Given the objective function in Eq. 6 or 7, it is noted that this differs from the standard objective function in the literature [128]. In a standard TSPN problem, the objective function is simply defined as the cumulative summation of all selected paths between the selected locations (i.e. the first term in Eq. 7). The Euclidian distance \( x(q_i, q_j) \) hides a pivotal variable – the radius distance between the sensor nodes and the UAV, correspondingly \( d_i \) and \( d_j \), respectively; as shown in Figure 4.2, the variable \( d_i \) and \( d_j \) values modify nonlinearly the Euclidian distance \( x(q_i, q_j) \). Herein, to achieve the optimal (minimized) path-energy cost, the energy cost due to the hovering and data collection is added in addition to the forward-moving traversal of all sensor neighborhoods. As qualitatively implied earlier and further evidenced in Eq. 6 or 7, there exists a dynamic balance between minimizing the shortest paths only hence less in forward-moving traveling energy cost (the first term in Eq. 6 or 7;) and minimizing the hovering energy cost (the second term in Eq. 6 or 7).

In addition, it is recognized that in a standard TSPN problem, the neighborhood for each target location (\( \Omega_i \)) is user-defined with a fixed local area has been outlined (considering other conditions). For the UAV serving as a gateway to receive data from the ground sensors, there are no such pre-defined neighborhoods. Based on the DRT
function in Figure 4.3, two critical neighborhoods are recognized: the neighborhoods defined by the aforementioned LLZ radius $d_0$, defined by $\Omega(d_0)$; and further, by assuming a maximal packet loss radius (based on an empirical justification) $d_{\text{max}}$, at which the packet delivery rate is as the smallest as to maintain an effective communication link, a maximal packet-loss neighborhood $\Omega(d_{\text{max}})$ is defined. In the meantime, one can practically define that these neighborhoods do not overlap between nodes.

With the insight into the possible tradeoff between the forward-moving traveling energy cost and the hovering energy cost, and the flexibility in defining the local neighborhoods, two possible lower-bound solutions are derived. First, one seeks to minimize the forward-moving traveling energy cost (Eq. 8), namely the shortest-path solution; then by setting the local neighborhoods, two bound solutions are obtained:

1. Set $\Omega_i = \Omega(d_0)$, namely all local neighborhoods assume the same circular local region defined by the LLZ radius $d_0$. By taking this neighborhood setting, for all sensor nodes, the data communication is lossless hence the hovering time is less; hence the resulting solution is called Lossless Shortest-path (LL-SP) solution in this paper. This solution tends to give rise to less hovering energy cost.

2. Set $\Omega_i = \Omega(d_{\text{max}})$, namely all local neighborhoods assume the same circular local region defined by the maximal-loss radius $d_{\text{max}}$. By taking this neighborhood setting, for all sensor nodes, the data communication within this neighborhood possibly encounters maximal loss. However,
the total traversal paths across all sensor nodes may be smaller than the solution above (due to the larger neighborhood size); therefore, the total energy cost may still poise to be a lower-bound. This resulting solution is called Maximal-loss Shortest-path (ML-SP) solution in this paper. This solution tends to give rise to less forward-moving energy cost.

To carry out the originally proposed spatial path-energy optimization expressed in the objective function in Eq. 7 and to have a fair comparison with the above two shortest-path solutions, the local subdomains $\Omega_i$ is set equal to $\Omega(d_{max})$ as well. However, as expressed earlier, this solution emphasizes a dynamic balance through minimizing the total energy cost including both the forward-moving and hovering of the UAV. This solution is called dynamically minimized path-energy (DM-PE) solution.

If all the three solution frameworks are solved through the MINLP procedure, denoted by $\{q_i^*, d_i^*, \epsilon_{ij}^* \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, n; j = 1, 2, \ldots, n, j \neq i\}$, the total energy (subject to multiplying the force constant $P/\nu$) can be inserted in the objective functions. Noted that when using Eq. 8, the constant energy term due to the hovering needs to be added back. This uniform total ‘energy’ function (subject to a constant multiplier $P/\nu$) is shown below in Eq. 15. It is noted that in this equation, the optimized radius distances ($d_i^*$) for all sensor nodes are explicitly expressed in the optimized UAV locations $q_i^*$’s.

$$E_T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \epsilon_{ij} \times x(q_i^*[d_i^*], q_j^*[d_j^*]) + \nu \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{PDR(d_i^*)}$$ (15)

With the three solution frameworks, the resulting total energy quantities are termed $E_{LL-SP}^T$, $E_{ML-SP}^T$, and $E_{DM-PE}^T$, respectively.
With the three total energy costs, and given the objective is to find the minimum of the total energy cost, it is desirable to rank them without numerical evaluation. However, due to the complexity in the nonlinearity in defining the objective function and further due to the unforeseen possibility of the spatial topology of the ground sensor network, it is unfortunate that no deterministic ranking is possible. The least insight as previously pointed out is that either the LL-SP or the ML-SP solution may offer a lower-bound energy cost.

From an optimization, theoretic point of view, the second term in Eq. 7 acts like a regularization term. In addition, the second term is necessary in calculating the total energy, even the shortest-path solutions are used. From this insight, the product term $vT_0$, denoted by $\lambda = vT_0$, which physically equivalent to the flight distance if the UAV flies instead of hovering given a speed of $v$ and a time of $T_0$ (the data transmission time). The summation term ($\sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{PDR(d_i)}$) hence acts as the ‘penalty’ function, which imposes additional ‘path’ cost to the total forward-moving traversal energy cost. This $\lambda$, termed the path-energy control parameter, therefore is worthy of parametric investigation in accordance with its physical meaning. Comprehensive numerical evaluation and the advantage of the proposed DM-PE solution are offered below.

4.4 Implementation and Numerical Evaluation

4.4.1 Optimization Package and Implementation

We use Julia Programming Language as our programming environment, and Juniper [133], a nonlinear branch-and-bound solver for our calculation. Juniper (Jump Non-linear Integer Program solver) is a solver for Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programs
(MINLPs) written in Julia. Juniper solves these kinds of problems using an NLP solver and then branch and bound. If the NLP solver isn't global optimal then Juniper is a heuristic.

4.4.2 Simple Examples

Following the previously defined optimization schemes in Table 4.1, the goal here is to compare the differences of the solution using three different optimization schemes and compare the total energy costs. First, the following network param are selected listed in Table 4.2 (for $\alpha$, $\beta$, $d_0$ and $d_{max}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>1.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_0$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{max}$</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple 10-node instance is devised in this experiment. The LLZ radius $d_0$ equals to 50 m, and the practical maximum data transmission range $d_{max}$ is 500 m. Using this setup, the three optimization schemes (LL-SP, ML-SP, and DM-PE) are obtained. The results with the achieved traveling graphs are shown in Figure 4.4 and Table 4.3.
Figure 4.4 A 10-Node sensor network simulation: (a) LL-SP; (b) ML-SP; and (c) DM-PE. Note that the larger circles shown in the graphs have a radius of 500 m ($d_{\text{max}} = 500$ m); and the smaller is $d_0 = 50$ m.

Table 4.3 The total ‘energy’ cost in details from the three different solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization Scheme</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ML-SP}}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{DM-PE}}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{\text{LL-SP}}^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode</strong></td>
<td>Forward Moving Hovering</td>
<td>Forward Moving Hovering</td>
<td>Forward Moving Hovering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Cost</td>
<td>50877 13100</td>
<td>51143 12695</td>
<td>54745 10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy</td>
<td>63977 63838</td>
<td>64745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The different resulting traveling paths clearly show that the results are much different. The proposed DM-PE optimization scheme, which show in Figure 4.4(c), suggests that the UAV should neither use the $d_{max}$ nor $d_0$ as neighborhood radius and using a traditional TSPN solution. The UAV should hover between $d_0$ and $d_{max}$. The location is determined by the parameter values of $\alpha$, $\beta$, $d_0$, $v$ and $T_0$. From equation 1 we know that $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $d_0$ are related to wireless communication hardware and cannot be changed once the hardware is implemented. The product of $v$ and $T_0$ is another important factor to determine where the UAV should hover: The larger the product, the more energy is consumed during the hovering states, thus we want the UAV fly closer to the node, in extreme case, our approach will have the same result as the Lossless approach. On the contrary, if the product of $v$ and $T_0$ is small, we want less UAV travel distance and hover further from the node. In extreme case, our approach will have the same result as the Shortest distance approach.

4.4.3 Large-scale Examples

To maximize the similarity between our simulation and the real applications, we generate 173 nodes located in a 20000 square meter area. Each node is at least 100 m away from the nearest neighbor to make sure their neighborhood does not overlap. From the 173 nodes set, we randomly pick 10, 15, 20 … nodes as our node map to run the simulation. The following tables (Table 4.4 to Table 4.6) show the total energy of different nodes and approaches. In each table, the left column is the total number of the nodes for each simulation instance; each row shows the total “energy” for different approaches, the numerical value “energy” represents the sum of Euclidean distance and
virtual distance convert from equation 14. The lower the value, the lower total energy consumption is for that method.

Table 4.4 Total energy of different nodes and approaches, $\lambda = 1500$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>$E_{ML-SP}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{DM-PE}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{LL-SP}^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>70526</td>
<td>69745</td>
<td>69745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>92115</td>
<td>92081</td>
<td>92081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>106984</td>
<td>104937</td>
<td>104937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>130297</td>
<td>128084</td>
<td>128084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>148711</td>
<td>146441</td>
<td>146441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>151166</td>
<td>146727</td>
<td>146727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>167400</td>
<td>162856</td>
<td>162856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5 Total energy of different nodes and approaches, $\lambda = 1200$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>$E_{ML-SP}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{DM-PE}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{LL-SP}^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>66596</td>
<td>66377</td>
<td>66745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>86220</td>
<td>86220</td>
<td>87581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>99149</td>
<td>98478</td>
<td>98937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>120472</td>
<td>119920</td>
<td>120584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>137036</td>
<td>137036</td>
<td>137441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>137422</td>
<td>136227</td>
<td>136227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>151784</td>
<td>148785</td>
<td>150856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6 Total energy of different nodes and approaches, $\lambda = 1000$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>$E_{ML-SP}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{DM-PE}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{LL-SP}^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>63977</td>
<td>63838</td>
<td>64745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>82290</td>
<td>84255</td>
<td>84581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>93926</td>
<td>93562</td>
<td>94937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>113922</td>
<td>113772</td>
<td>115584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>129253</td>
<td>129253</td>
<td>131441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>128259</td>
<td>128259</td>
<td>129227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>141374</td>
<td>139381</td>
<td>142856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.7 Total energy of different nodes and approaches, $\lambda = 800$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>$E_{ML-SP}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{DM-PE}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{LL-SP}^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>61356</td>
<td>61299</td>
<td>62745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>78360</td>
<td>78360</td>
<td>81581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>88703</td>
<td>88645</td>
<td>90937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>107372</td>
<td>107372</td>
<td>110584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>121470</td>
<td>121470</td>
<td>125441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>119096</td>
<td>119096</td>
<td>122227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>130964</td>
<td>129976</td>
<td>134856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6 Total energy of different nodes and approaches, $\lambda = 500$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>$E_{ML-SP}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{DM-PE}^T$</th>
<th>$E_{LL-SP}^T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>57426</td>
<td>57426</td>
<td>59745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>72465</td>
<td>72465</td>
<td>77081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>80868</td>
<td>80868</td>
<td>84937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>97548</td>
<td>97548</td>
<td>103084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>109796</td>
<td>109796</td>
<td>116441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>105352</td>
<td>105352</td>
<td>111727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>115349</td>
<td>115349</td>
<td>122856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these tables, the lowest value of each row is highlighted. We can see that depends on the product of $v \times T_0$, our approach may fall back into the Lossless or the Shortest distance solution. It proves our assumption that when $v \times T_0$ is small, our approach (dynamic) will be similar or the same as the Shortest distance approach, while $v \times T_0$ is large, our approach will be similar or the same as the Lossless approach, and if $v \times T_0$ is in a middle range of the two extreme, the dynamic approach will have a better result than the other two. A visualized example is chosen from Table 4.4, $v \times T_0 = 800$ Node = 40, Figure 4.5
Figure 4.5 A 20km by 20km map with 40 nodes. Each node is at least 1000 meters away from each other. (a) Shortest distance approach, UAV try to “touch” the 500-meter radius circle of each node, and then head to the next target node. (b) Our dynamic approach, the 500-meter radius circle for each node is an upper boundary, the UAV can go into the circle to achieve better wireless communication condition. (c) Lossless approach, UAV will get very close to the node (within 50 meters radius), to ensure no packet loss occur during wireless communication between UAV and node. Note that on the image these circles in (c) is tiny since 50 meters is relatively small on a 20km² map.

4.4.4 Observed Computational Cost

The simulation in Section 5 runs on PC with Windows 10, CPU i7-6700k (4.4GHz clock, 4 cores, 8M Cache), and 16G memory. Table 4.7 shows the computing
time for the three methods with different nodes topology.

Table 4.7 Computational cost in second

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node number</th>
<th>ML-SP</th>
<th>DM-PE</th>
<th>LL-SP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.72</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>49.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>38.08</td>
<td>39.33</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>127.02</td>
<td>207.3</td>
<td>46.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2749.5</td>
<td>356.67</td>
<td>227.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The code is not optimized for parallel computing thus only 1 core is used during the simulation. We also find when we increase the number of nodes from 40 to 45, the calculation time roughly increased from a few minutes to a few hours with our current hardware set up. This maybe solved be using different workstation and adding parallel computing capability with the Julia code, however, optimize the NP-hard computing time is not the focus of this work.

4.6 Conclusions and Remarks

Our initial goal is to minimize the energy consumption for the UAV by optimize the flying path. We recognize traditional TSPN solution is not suitable for real application since packet loss in wireless communication is not considered. Therefore, we proposed the new dynamic TSPN approach to address the problem. The dynamic approach modifies existing mixed-integer non-linear programming TSPN solution, adding parameters that reflects wireless packet loss the hovering state energy consumption. Simulation results indicates the dynamic approach will provide lower
total energy consumption solution than the other two approaches in certain conditions.

Notice our approach sometimes will have the same result as either the Lossless approach, or the Shortest distance approach. The key parameter for a known nodes map is the products of $\mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{T}_0$, in other words, the wireless data packet size and the UAV flying velocity. We conclude that for real applications, once all the parameters is settled, we can use the dynamic approach to find the lowest energy path for the UAV, and then start the flight mission.

Another limitation for this work is the parameters $\alpha, \beta$, and equation 1 are experimental results from our previous work, this will change on different hardware set up. To apply our dynamic approach, one needs to know these parameters for the specific set up.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusion

In this dissertation, a novel aerial-ground wireless sensing network (AG-WSN) that aims to transform a number of critical geospatial sensing and monitoring practices, such as precision agriculture, civil infrastructure protection, and disaster response, is developed. To achieve maximal energy efficiency, three research problems are concerned in this dissertation.

First, a radio-frequency (RF) wake-up mechanism is investigated for aerial activation of ground sensors using a UAV platform. In this section, we reviewed and compared different wake-up mechanism for WSN and chose active radio frequency based wake-up method and implemented physically. We find that the RF-based out-band wake-up mechanism can save a great deal of energy compared with the other two solutions (the infrared wake-up and the default duty-cycle methods). The results show that the RF-based wake-up mechanism can potentially save more than 98.4% of the energy that the traditional duty-cycle method would otherwise consume, and 96.8% if an infrared-receiver method is used.

Based on this setup, the delay of wake-up is also studied by using high speed camera. The results indicate with a variety of wake-up RF signal combination, the delay is less than 80 milliseconds hence will not affect the overall opportunistic sensing applications.

Second, the data transmission under wireless interference between the UAV and
ground WSN, specifically between Wi-Fi and ZigBee, is experimentally investigated. It is observed that the relative position of the Wi-Fi and ZigBee antennas and the distance between them are the two major factors that impact the communication. In the long-range experiment, the ZigBee data transmission is tested as the range varies up to 800 meters (the line-of-sight distance). Defining the range with the packet delivery rate of 99.8% as the ZigBee ‘comfort zone’, the effect of the ZigBee/Wi-Fi antenna distance is further determined and recognized as a sensitive parameter. It is found that with a few centimeters of increment in this distance, the comfort zone range can be improved significantly. These results provide the guideline in designing the mixed communication configuration in deploying the proposed aerial-ground sensing network wherein Wi-Fi and ZigBee networking are both involved, especially when the ranges of operating frequencies at both overlap. Besides that, finding of the relation between Zigbee packet loss and distance provides an important parameter for the last part of the dissertation research.

Last, this dissertation theoretically explores and develops an optimization framework for UAV’s aerial path planning when collecting ground-sensor data. We recognize traditional TSPN solution is not suitable for real application since packet loss in wireless communication is not considered. Therefore, we proposed the new Dynamic TSPN approach to address the problem, which used an improved mixed-integer non-linear programming approach. Simulation results indicates the Dynamic approach will provide lower total energy consumption solution than the other two approaches in certain conditions.
We find that the products of $\mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{T}_0$, in other words, the wireless data packet size and the UAV flying velocity is a key parameter that may have impact the optimization solution. Thus, we suggest for real application this value should be determined carefully before each flight mission.

5.2 Future Work

There are several future tasks are identified through the dissertation.

1. The method to evaluate the energy consumption of wireless sensor node in this work is at a higher level, which provides the number of days the sensor node can work until it turns off. An alternative approach would be using high accuracy bench digital meters, to provide real-time power consumption of the node, which can further strength our assumptions that RF wake-up mechanism is at advantage of other methods.

2. The experimental in Chapter 3 is based on the commercially available DJI drone and hence is not a platform suitable for developments. The Wi-Fi parameter on that platform is not in our control, thus we did not conduct experiments on how the Wi-Fi video feed quality and the power level for both Wi-Fi and Zigbee radio will affect the interference level. Further work can be done using a customizable UAV platform with different Wi-Fi modules.

3. It is noted that Chapter 3 focuses on defining the concept of the aerial-ground wireless sensing and investigating the network interference within such a novel network, realistic structural response and environmental data are not analyzed. The future efforts based on finding in this include the development of heterogeneous
sensing including low-speed environmental sensing (e.g. temperature and moisture data at a rate of one data point per minute) and fast structural sensing (e.g. acceleration data at a rate of 200 points per second), and the aerial real-time data acquisition and computing. The subsequent investigation will include the implementation of a decentralized sensing solution that is optimized for either a single large-scale structure or a geospatially-large structure clusters in an urban area. The implementation task further includes the edge-computing based data processing and system identification towards fully real-time flying, sensing, and delivering of structural health and condition assessment analytics.

4. Simulation in Chapter 5 is using Julia programming language, the code is not optimized for parallel computing, which results running on a multi-core multi-threads CPU cannot improve the computation time. One possible improvement would be optimizing the coding for parallel computing.

5. The result on energy consumption indicate that across the different approach, the total energy difference is not huge compare to their total value. This may lead to a debate that whether it is worth of trying to compute for the optimization path since it may cost more energy for compute than it saves. We believe this can be further investigated by take the computing cost into consider and compare the energy cost to the UAV flying energy.

6. Some parameter provides to run the simulation in Chapter 5 are based on the experiments done in Chapter 4. Thus, it only provides one possible wireless packet loss model. We suggest other researches could conduct more experiments with
different hardware setup to get different model of wireless packet loss relative to distance. Then apply our dynamic approach to evaluate the energy consumption results with our setup.
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